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TOWN OFFICERS. 1887-88
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the Poor.
R. DEXTER TEMPLE, Chairman.
HORACE L. CUMMINGS, Secretary . STILLMAN M. PRATT.
Town Clerk.
JAMES REID.
Treasurer.
EDWARD F. PARKER.
Collector of Taxes.
JOHN C. GLEASON.
School Committee.
WALTER S. PARKER, Chairman.
HORACE G. WADLIN,
EDWARD F. PARKER,
CYRUS M. BARROWS,
GILMAN L. PARKER, Secretary.
JAMES A. BANCROFT,
Term expires, 1890
“ “ 1890
“ “ 1889
“ “ 1889
“ “ 1888
“ “ 1888
Surveyor of Highways.
CHAS. A. WESTON.
4* Constables.
HENRY STOCK. EPHRAIM WIGHT.
Trustees of the Public Library.
JAMES H. GRIGGS, Term expires, 1890
CYRUS M. BARROWS, - “ a 1890
STEPHEN FOSTER, Chairman. a u 1889
HORACE G. WADLIN, Secretary. t t u 1889
CHARLES D. THOMAS, u u 1888
HARLEY PRENTISS, - a u 1888
Trustees of the Cemetery.
FRANCIS 0. DEWEY, - Term expires, 1890
EDWARD APPLETON, - u a 1890
JAMES A. BANCROFT, u u 1889
FRANK W. B. PRATT, i i u 1889
SOLON BANCROFT, a u 1888
W. WALLACE DAVIS, u ii 1888
Board of Health.
R. DEXTER TEMPLE.
STILLMAN M. PRATT. JAMES A. BANCROFT.
Board of Registrars.
JAMES REID, Clerk.
JOHN G. ROBERTS. HENRY ROBINSON.
HENRY HOLDEN.
Engineers of Fire Department.
EDWARD C. NICHOLS, Chief.
ARTHUR S. RICHARDSON, Clerk.
WENDELL BANCROFT. WILLIAM L. CROWE.
MOSES E. NICHOLS.
5Auditors.
LEWIS M. BANCROFT.
W. WALLACE DAVIS. A. NEWELL HOWES.
Fir© Wards.
LEWIS M. BANCROFT.
WENDELL BANCROFT. MOSES E. NICHOLS.
HENRY STOCK.
Police.
WILLIAM W. DAVIS.
EPHRAIM WIGHT. CHARLES S. CONEY.
Night Watchman.
HENRY STOCK.
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
ARTHUR S. RICHARDSON.
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TOWN CLERK’S REPORT
[RTHS REGISTERED IN READING FOR THE YEAR 1887.
NAME OF CHILD.
Elsie Marion Killam,
Ernest Ralph Stevens,
Harold Clifford Southwell,
Bertha Newell Parker,
John Henry White,
Winnie Isabel Mansfield.
John Duffield Hill,
Frederick Doucett,
Mabel Louise Hall,
Edwin Richardson Stanley,
George Bancroft Perry,
Maggie M. White,
Richard William Robinson,
Totten,
Albert Edwin Merrill,
Ellen Anna Diehlman,
Pearl Winifred Johnson,
Florence Lillian Wood,
Gertrude Alice Wright,
Maggie White,
Ernest Leroy Marshall,
Frederick Hanaford,
Marion Frances Wright,
Lora Marian Lovis Bunker,
Walter Albert Hubbard,
Helen Alberta Francis,
Herbert Clinton Sands,
Willie White,
Charlotte Allen,
Arthur Raymond Allard,
Gracie Maud Eaton,
Mary Castine,
Charles Richard Cole,
Mary Riley,
Robert Scott Burgess,
Clyde Marston Lovejoy,
George Leslie Parker,
Helen Elmina Ruggles,
Lewis Franklin Richardson,
Maude Irene Godfrey,
William Dougan,
Wallace Brown Ames,
Inez Woods Nichols,
Flora Young Millbury,
Mildred Allen Atkinson,
Simon Clements,
Alice Ercle Hunt,
William Henry Doucett,
Gladys Sewell Nichols,
Laura Amanda Barr,
Mary Ida Burrage,
Arthur Sum. Murch, ) • c,
Ada Ellen Murch, \ twins ’
Olive Bosworth Nichols,
Maud Pauline Foote,
William Henry White,
Arthur Louis Eaton,
Walter Avard Wells,
Alford Doucett,
Mabel Perry,
Victoria Bennett,
Loretta Mary Burgoyne,
Jennie Beale Walker,
Walter McDonald Brennan,
NAMES OF PARENTS.
Phineas S. and Florence E
Hebert M. and Lida,
Richard D. and Annie D.,
Chester and Laura B.,
William H. and Agnes,
Ward C. and Sadie M.,
Robert J. and Margaret,
Jeremiah and Julia,
Josiah H. and Caroline,
George A. and Hattie M.,
Everett T. and Hattie A.,
Michael and Mary J.,
Charles R. and Ella B.,
Robert C. and Mary A.,
Edwin E. and Anna M.,
Otto and Eliza,
J. Colby and Julia,
Benjamin F and Elvira F.
Edward and Clara W.,
Fannie White,
John A and Anna G.,
Warren T. and Margaret S.
Henry A. and Addie E.,
Henry and Maria Lovis,
Frank and May B.,
Albert J. and Jennie P.,
John and Hattie E.,
Samuel H. and Jane,
George C. and Margaret A,
George A. and Ida G.,
Frank P. and Hannah J.,
Peter and Marine,
Richard B. and Sarah,
Patrick and Margaret A.,
Robert P. and Mary D.,
Edward and Ida M.,
George W. and Jennie L.,
William I. and Mina W.,
Jason W. and Mary C.,
Fred L. and Stella A.,
John and Anna E.,
Frank T. and Effie C.,
James C. and Isabelle,
Ora L. and Annie E.,
George H. and M. J.,
Mary Clements,
George G. and Alice F.,
Ramie and Adeline,
Willard B. and Lottie M.,
Allen J. and Susan K.,
George and Agnes,
Edwin W. and Olive J.,
OCCUPATION OF
FATHER.
Cabinet maker.
Baggage-Master.
Clerk.
Locomotive Engineer.
Laborer.
Clerk.
Bookbinder.
Iceman.
Necktie cutter.
Brush maker.
Stationary engineer.
Laborer.
Salesman.
Blacksmith.
Machinist.
Chair maker.
Farmer.
,
Farmer.
Organ pipe maker.
Watchman.
,
House-painter.
Salesman.
Cabinet maker.
Laborer.
Salesman.
Currier.
Stone mason.
,
Rubber worker.
Baggage-master.
Rubber worker.
Farmer.
Rubber worker.
Section hand.
Plasterer.
Cabinet maker.
Commercial traveller.
Post-master.
Shoe manufacturer.
Hack driver.
Rubber Worker.
Telegraph operator.
Shoe laster.
Mechanic.
Clerk.
Shoemaker.
Laborer.
Milk dealer.
Rubber worker.
Stone layer.
Farmer.
D. Marshall and Phebe G.,
George H. and Ida M.,
Joseph and Julia,
Warren E. and Edith S.,
Clark A. and Emma,
Peter J. and Louise,
John E. and Rosa,
Samuel and Jane,
John J. and Ella J.,
John E. and Annie Maud,
John D. and Mary A.,
Piano case maker.
Baggage master.
Laborer.
Machinist.
Horse shoer.
Laborer.
Rubber coat maker.
Stone layer.
Tinsmith.
Machinist.
Organ builder.
BIRTHS REGISTERED IN READING FOR THE YEAR 1887, Continued,
DATE. NAME OF CHILD.
SEX.
II
NAMES OF PARENTS. OCCUPATION OF
FATHER.
Oct. 30 Isabel Gertrude White, F Eugene G. and S. E., Barber.
“ 31 William H. Burnham, M William H. and Rebecca, Carpenter.
Nov. 13 Theresa Frances Wall, F Edward T. and Lizzie A., Baggage master.
“ 15 Leroy Llewelyn Noble, M Herman A. and Mary E., Carpenter.
“ 19 Percie Chadwick Weston, M William A. and Bertha V., Watch maker.
“ 20 Alice Mabel Polk, F Albert H. and Mabel E., Slater.
“ 25 Lucia Hastings Parker, F Harrison H.and Harriet A., Organ pipe maker.
“ 28 William Thomas Bryant, M William G. and Helen L., Trader.
Dec. 15 Elizabeth Temple, F Clarkson W. and Eliz. K., Piano tuner.
“ 20 Sarah Galvin, F James and Lizzie, Laborer.
" 27 Albert Henry Emerson, M Adelfred L. and Lena, Freight Agent.
OMITTED IN PREVIOUS YEARS.
DATE. NAME OF CHILD.
SEX.
||
names of Parents. OCCUPATION OF
FATHER.
1872, Sept. 21 Adelaide Miller Parker, F Thomas A. and Sarah A., Cabinet maker.
1884, May 3 Edith Abbie Killam, F Phineas S.and Florence E., Cabinet maker.
“ Oct. 17 Evelyn Shaw Eaton, F Harry M. and Jennie S., Reed chair maker.
“ Nov. 19 Arthur Willard Bancroft, M Willard A. and Ada I., Salesman.
1885, June 8 Winnifred Emily Gleason, F Rodney H. and Julia R., Cabinet maker.
Whole number of Births in 1887, 75. Males, 36; Females, 39; increase oyer 1886, 17.
Nativity of parents.—American, Fathers, 47 ; Foreign, 25; Unknown, 2 : 74. American
Mothers, 41 ; Foreign, 33 : 74.
MARRIAGES
REGISTERED
IN
READING
FOR
THE
YEAR
1887.
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DEATHS REGISTERED IN READING FOR THE YEAR 1887
DATE. NAME.
AGE.
y.m.d.
NAMES OF HUSBAND
OR PARENTS. DISEASE, OR CAUSE OF DEATH.
Jan. 8 Caroline E. Wiley, 80 9 Edmund and Nancy, Ulcer of Leg.
“ IS William R. Pratt, 80 9 Amos and Abigail, Heart Disease and Old Age.
“ 20 Susan F. Holt, 75 5 23 Joseph and Lydia, Consumption.
“ 25 Arkaid T. Holden, 60 6 7 Abiel and Lydia, Pneumonia.
Feb. 4 Elmer Franklin Coats, 4 18 Andrew J. and Laura, Menengitis.
“ 6 Wilhelmina Louise Cummings 8 3 Harley E. and Philinda A., Inflammation of the Bowels.
“ 18 Nellie Milbury, 5 4 William and Annie, Diptheria.
a 21 Totten, Robert C. and Mary A., Cyanosis.
“ 23 Jane E. Jetfrey, 66 9 10 Thomas Jeffrey, Heart Disease.
“ 28 Fanny Surrette, 20 5 10 Augustus Surrette, Paralysis.
Mar, 5 Andrew J. Roberts, 64 11 Frink and Nancy, Consumption.
“ 7 Francis Kingman, (5 b 21 Ambrose and Esther, Paralysis.
« 13 Nancy Frost, 81 9 6 Jonathan Frost, Pneumonia.
“ 15 Nellie Jennings, 1 11 25 Ellen Jennings, Capillary Bronchitis.
“ 18 Francis E. Peabody, 20 7 Everett and Abhie, Cerebro Spinal Menengitis.
“ 18 Darius Wellington, 74 6 Joseph and Lucy, Cancer of Stomach.
Apr. 4 Eliza A. Ford, 58 6 David and Esther Crowe, Paraplegia.
“ 16 George G. French, 47 1 4 Gardner and Esther, Consumption.
“ 16 Mary L. Boyce, 39 7 23 George A. Boyce, Consumption.
“ 19 John Thomas Hallahan, 51 4 Thomas and Rose, Heart Disease.
“ 19 Mary J. Nichols, 59 7 V John N. Nichols, Pneumonia.
“ 25 Ardenne Parker, 35 3 •26 William S. and Eliza, Consumption.
“ 29 Geo. 0. Batchelder, 61 11 27' George and Rebeckali E., Disease of Heart. [ease.
“ 30 Lulu Eaton, 1 H Frank P. and Hannah, Rheum Fever and Heart Dis-
May 10 John M. Houseman, 75 24 Paralysis and Rheumatism.
“ 13 Henry G. Richardson, 79 9 3 Jepthah and Rebeckah, Acute Mania.
“ 26 Julia A. Spinney, 65 19 William F. Spinney, Paralysis.
“ 27 Jacob Jones, 79 8 24 Jacob and Hannah, Heart Disease.
June 20 Daniel P. Spokesfield, 68 6 18 Joseph and Sally, Brights Disease.
“ 21 Mary Bowers, 77 1 21 Joseph and Ruth White, Consumption.
“ 22 John Warren Hunt, 33 6 3 John L. and Hannah, Scrofula.
“ 25 Benjamin Loring Vose, 43 Warren and Mary A., Peretonitis.
July 2 Florence Parker, 32 3 5 Henry F. and Lutliera, Menengitis.
“ 6 Mary A. Hildreth, 76 11 Chapen and Sarah Sampson, Softening of Brain.
“ 16 Willie White, 3 4 Samuel and Jane, Cholera Morbus.
“ 18 Joseph Bancroft, 82 1 Jonathan and Sophia, Cerebritis.
“ 18 Ezra, B. Robinson, 69 5 6 Jesse and Abigail, Consumption.
“ 20 William E. Moulton, 34 Charles H. and Mary A., Consumption.
“ 28 Ames Gowing, 61 8 2 Jabez and Hitty, Sclerosis of Liver.
Aug. 2 Charlotte Allen, 3 George C. and Abigail M., Diarrhoea.
“ 6 Marion Francis Wright, 4 6 Henry A. and Addie E., Cholera Infantum.
“ 8 Rosetta A. Houseman, 80 John M. Houseman, Cystitis and Old Age.
“ 15 Frederic Doucette, 6 20 Jeremiah and Julia, Brain Disease.
“ 19 Maude I. Godfrey, 2 Frank L. and Stella A., Cholera Infantum.
“ 26 Herbert Clinton Sands, 4 17 John and Hattie, Cholera Infantum.
Sept. 3 Joanna Wall, 85 Daniel and Mary Lahan, Old Age.
“ 5 John Burrill, 81 8 13 William and Sally, Dysentery.
“ 9 Cephas I. Nichols, 18 1 26 Richard B.and JosephineA., Diptheria.
“ 9 Nichols, Amos C. and Dora, Still-born.
“ 24 Daniel C. Channell, 55 8 18 Francis E. and Olive, Duodenal Ulcer.
Oct. 16 Grace I. Parker, 19 9 6 George A. and Frances A.W. Typhoid Fever.
“ 26 Luther Elliott, 67 Luther and Esther, Paralysis.
“ 28 Alida Gorus, 71 2 9 Henry Gorus, Cancerous state of Stomach.
Nov. 6 Velina Gleason, 74 6 4 John W. Gleason, Cancer of Liver.
“ 7 Betsy F. Beard, 86 9 Jonathan and Beulah, Pneumonia.
“ 8 Sally G. Weston, 84 9 Abijah Weston, Cancer.
“ 13 Elizabeth C. Jackson, 39 9 13 Robert B. and Mary T., Consumption.
“ 18 Charles N. Nichols, 40 15 David and Mary, Consumption.
“ 18 Adaline Spooner, 74 5 6 Benjamin and Abigail Bray, Consumption.
“ 24 Murphy, Michael and Mary J., Still born.
Dec. 8 Lydia Cook, 73 2 6 Benjamin and Abigail, Heart and Brights Disease.
“ 11 Joseph Young, 93 4 Benjamin and Mary, Old Age.
“ 22 William Whelton, 29 6 18 Bartholemew and Mary, Consumption.
a 25 Harriet L. Weston, 41 1 2 John C. Gleason, Rheumatic Carditis.
“ 29 Batlisheba Bean, 93 11 20 Ithiel and Lucy Smith, Bronchitis.
Whole number of deaths registered, 65. Males, 32; Females, 33. More than last year, 11. Nativity
:
American—Males, 31 ; Females, 26. Foreign—Males, 1; Females, 7.
Deaths between the age of 90 and 100, 2; 80 and 90, 9; 70 and 80, 12; 60 and 70, 9; 50 and 60,4; 40 and 50,
4 ; 30 and 40, 6 ; 20 and 30, 3 ; 10 and 20, 2 ; under 10, 14.
DOGS LICENSED DURING THE YEAR 1887
Whole number of licenses issued to Dec. 1, 1887 218
One hundred and ninety-one for males, at $2 .
Twenty-seven for females, at $5
$382.00
135.00
Less fees for 218 licenses, at 20 cents . . . .
$517.00
43.60
$473.40
1887, June 1st, paid J. O. Hayden, County Treas., $202.20
“ Nov. 30th, “ “ “ “ “ 271.20
$473.40
JAMES REID, Town Clerk .
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REPORT OF THE OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.
The duties and responsibilities of the Overseers of the Poor are
no small part of the whole duties of the present board of officers.
The general condition of the farm is comparatively good. A long
needed improvement has been made, supplying the house with steam
for the comfort of the family, which was voted at the last annual
meeting. A portion of the extra expense at the almshouse over last
year was improvements coupled with the introduction of steam. The
out buildings have been improved, and what is most needed now is
re-locating the barn and placing a cellar under the same.
It will be noticed that the amount expended for relief out of the
almshouse is in excess of last year, caused by an increase of numbers
aided. The receipts have been much less, on account of Mr. Beasley
having been kept at home to help care for the family.
The work is sometimes simple, often complicated, always impera-
tive
;
one applicant may be reasonable in demands, while another
will urge his demands regardless of reason or justice.
The Overseers recommend the following amounts of money to be
appropriated for the ensuing year.
For the almshouse $1,300 00
For relief out of almshouse 1,500 00
Respectfully submitted,
R. DEXTER TEMPLE,
HORACE L. CUMMINGS,
STILLMAN M. PRATT.
Overseers
of
the Poor.
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OVERSEERS’ ACCOUNT.
ALMSHOUSE.
Inmates.
Joanna Wall, died September 3, aged 88
Hannah Welch, left June 21, “73
Jonathan Pratt “78
Daniel Spokesfield, died June 20, “69
Alpheus Austin •
.
“68
James Hunter “44
Thornton D. Sanborn “62
Joseph Bancroft, died July 18, “68
Cleveland B. Holt “88
Emory B. Eames “59
David F. Weston, admitted April 7, “74
Henry W. Weston “ “ “39
RECEIVED.
Charles Tweed, board March 1, 1888. . . . $156 00
Catherine O’Keefe, pension 144 00
Produce sold 140 57
Labor of keeper removing snow 5 00
“ “ highway 10 50
“ “ distributing annual reports . . 6 00
“ “ lighting street light . . . . 219 64
Wood sold 40 68
$722 39
EXPENDED.
Appropriation $2700 00
G. W. Atkinson, groceries 296 89
M. A. Stone 258 51
Wendell Bancroft, fuel 142 73
Amount carried forward
,
$698 13
*
14
Amount brought forward
,
$698 13
Tuttle & Austin, meat and provisions
. ... 106 64
Oeorge Beasley, keeper ... 500 00
H. L. Day, bread 64
William Hawes, fish ... 43 90
C. L. & W. H. Nichols, meat . . . ... 49 70
Matthew Hanlev, furniture . 58
Paul R. Eames, provisions and meat .
.
. 56 53
Ardenne Parker, groceries . . . . ... 37 14
Dominique Doucett, labor . . . . ... 12 00
Emily Ruggles, dry goods . 17
R. C. Totten, labor and material . . ... 12 00
Francis Bartley, clothing ... 72 58
John B. Emerson, Executor . . . . ... 12 00
W. H. Willis & Son, medicine
. . . 70
T. Littlefield, repairs ... 8 75
John A. Blunt, blacksmithing . 09
R. L. Beers, repairing pump . . . ... 1 50
Asa Parker, teaming lumber . .
. ... 4 00
R. Dexter Temple, funeral expenses J. Bancroft 23 00
H. C. Perry, medical attendance . . ... 8 00
H. K. Austin, labor on steam pipe ... 5 00
John Holman, sawing lumber . . . ... 4 46
Reading Ice Co., ice 10
Patrick McCall, repairs to harness . ... 5 00
Benjamin Eames, sawing logs . 89
Cummings’ Express, expressing . 75
Samuel Brown, repairs 50
A. S. Richardson, mill work . . . . ... 2 00
Mary F. Riordan, labor at Almshouse ... 130 00
John 0. Dow, medical services . . . ... 21 75
Total amount expended . . .$1947 50
Total amount received ... 722 39
Net expense of poor at almshouse $1225 11
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RELIEF OF POOR OUT OF ALMSHOUSE.
Mary A. Blanchard, rent $60 00
“
“ groceries and provisions . 84 81
“ “ fuel 41 97
44 44 medicine 21 42
44 44 physician’s bill .... 15 00
$223 20
Darius Wellington, nursing 79 25
44 44 physician’s bill 28 75
44 44 medicine 14 80
44 44 fuel 1 88
“ 44 groceries 1 23
$125 91
John R. Dennett, groceries 82 38
44 44 fuel 26 88
44 44 medicine 90
$110 16
George E. Leathe, supplies 96 00
Caroline Weichman, rent 84 00
Louisa R. Parker, supplies 73 50
Lucy Freeman, board 69 00
Thomas A. Evans, supplies 42 00
Mrs. Daniel Sullivan, fuel 38 57
u 44 groceries 1 00
$404,.07
David F. Weston, fuel 15 63
4 4 4 4 medicine 2 90
4 4 4 4 physician’s bill 16 25
$34 78
Marcella Wood, rent 24 00
Elizabeth W. DeRoude 24 00
$48 00
Emeline Barnard, rent 15 00
4 4 4 4 fuel 4 38
$19 38
Amount carried forward, $965 50
16
Amount brought forward
, $965 50’
James Sullivan, fuel 15 50
Mrs. Benjamin Weston, fuel 18 82
George H. Daland, supplies 11 48
Edward Gerry, aid 4 29
Horace Blanchard 390
John Gerry 1 44
Sarah Judkins, physician’s bill 1 25
Joshua White, u “ 1 25
Nicholas Cassidy, R. li. fare 30
$58 23:
$1023 73
Lunatic Hospital.
Danvers, William A. Flint $170 81
“ Maggie Whelton 62 21
Northampton, Abigail P. Beers 169 48
$402 50
Tramps.
Ardenne Parker, 1886 bill $1236
M. A. Stone 22 15
$34 51
Number of tramps cared for at station, 514.
Total expenses of Poor out of Almshouse . . $1460 74
Net expenses of Poor at Almshouse .... 1225 11
Amount expended $2685 85
Amount unexpended 14 15
$2700 00
PAID ON ACCOUNT OF CITIES AND TOWNS.
Woburn, Mrs. Benjamin Wood 19 89
Boston, Luella R. Lloyd 60 00
Sherburn, Mrs. C. H. Leland 36 00
$115 89
17
PAID ON ACCOUNT OF THE STATE.
Daniel L. Barnard 19 00
Samuel White 15 75
$34 75
RECEIVED FROM CITIES AND TOWNS.
Boston, Luella R. Lloyd 78 25
Woburn 29 89
Sherborn 36 00
Lynnfield 77 58
Malden 26 05
$247 77
PERSONAL PROPERTY AT ALMSHOUSE.
1 horse 40 00
2 cows ... 50 00
37 fowls 25 90
1 express wagon . 50 00
1 farm wagon 40 00
1 horse cart 35 00
3 harnesses 60 00
l mowing machine 12 00
1 horse sled 12 00
1 sleigh * 10 00
1 stone wagon 15 00
Hay 100 00
Grain 4 00
Manure 45 00
Posts and lumber 20 00
Wood and coal 95 75
Snow Plough 5 00
Farming tools, etc 115 50
Provisions 223 95
Furniture, crockery and tin-ware 321 79
Beds and Bedding 219 25
Stoves and hollow ware 79 00
$1,579 14
18
ASSESSORS’ REPORT.
VALUATION OF ESTATES, REAL AND PERSONAL, TAXED
IN THIS TOWN, MAY 1, 1887.
Real estate $2,229,029 00
Personal estate 228,634 00
$2,457,663 00
Whole number of polls, 907, at $2.00 1,814 00
Amount of town appropriations . . . .$36,650 50
“• “ state tax 2,925 00
“ u county tax 1,367 77
“ “ overlaying 193 33
Rate of taxation, $16.00 per $1,000
Total number of horses 325
“ cows 336
“ neat cattle 41
u swine 90
Dwelling houses 746
Acres of land 5,735
Total value of real estate in 1887 . . $2,229,029 00
“
•
“ u 1886 . . 2,180,912 00
Increase in 1887
Total value of personal estate in 1887 . $228,634 00
“ “ “ | 1886 . 211,203 00
Increase in 1887
$41,136 60
$48,117 00
$17,431 00
Respectfully submitted,
R. DEXTER TEMPLE, A A ,
HORACE L. CUMMINGS, { A®ses*p l
'
s of
STILLMAN M. PRATT. 1 Readmg.
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SELECTMEN’S ACCOUNT.
CONCRETE SIDEWALKS.
Appropriation $500 00
Received from John B. Lewis $14 88
44 J. H. Carlton 31 40
44 William Proctor 80 78
44 D. F. Hunt 47 13
44 Solon Bancroft 25 09
44 Nathan Bancroft 63 76
44 George L. Piatt 19 17
44
' Charles H. Dan forth 6 65
44 Congregational Society 80 87
$369 73
8869 73
Paid Sweatt & Davis, edgestones 365 31
44 Sylvan B. Muse, labor 122 88
44 Dominique Doucette, labor 136 35
44 Mrs. Imogene Moulton, teaming 34 57
44 T. R. Newhall, edgestones 28 90
44 C. A. Weston, self and team 24 75
44 Michael Forbes, self and team 7 10
44 Patrick Conoly, labor 9 75
44 Emerson Smith, labor 5 25
• 4 J. P. Riordan, labor 5 25
44 Timothy Riordan, labor 5 25
44 Patrick Burns, labor 11 37
44 Joseph Stokes, self and team 13 20
44 Solon Bancroft, gravel 3 42
44 Isaac Draper, labor 1 00
44 T. Littlefield, labor 1 40
$775 75
Unexpended 93 98
$869 73
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GAS LIGHT AT TOWN PUMP.
Appropriation $35 00
L. Descalzo & Co., labor and material 19 71
Wheeler Reflector Co., lantern, etc 5 05
Patrick ConohT
,
labor 1 50
Michael Hennesey, labor 1 00
Henry Gorus, labor 1 00
Cummings’ Express 60
$28 80
Unexpended 614
$35 00
WILSON STREET.
Appropriation $100 0b
Willard A. Bancroft, self and team 15 60
Timothy Riordan, labor 9 10
Emerson Smith, labor 9 10
James Kelley, labor 7 80
W. A. Graves, labor 8 75
Oliver A. Swain, labor 7 35
Patrick Burns, labor 6 45
Luther Woodworth, labor 5 60
Amos Damon, 2nd, labor 4 38
Joseph Stokes, self and team 3 00
Isaac Draper, self and team 2 50
Charles A. Weston 20 00
$99 63
Unexpended 37
$100 00
OLD SOUTH CLOCK.
Appropriation $50 00
Edwin Basset 50 00
$50 00>
21
GREEN STREET GRADE.
Appropriation $150 00
Joseph Stokes, man and team 24 90
Willard A. Bancroft, self and team 18 90
Charles C. Green, self and team 13 50
Emerson Smith, labor 11 90
John P. Riordan, labor 11 90
Timothy Riordan, labor 11 90
Luther Woodworth, labor 11 02
Patrick Burns, labor 7 00
Michael Hennesey, labor 6 13
Oliver A. Swain, labor 2 80
Amos Damon 2d, labor 2 10
George W. Atkinson, gravel 78
Stillman M. Pratt, man and team 75
James Kelley, labor 5 25
C. A. Weston, self and team 21 00
$149 83
Unexpended 17
$150 00
MAIN STREET WIDENING.
Appropriation $200 00
Dominique Doucette, labor, men and team 90 00
Charles C. Green, self and team 21 00
Newell C. Flanders, labor 15 00
Timothy Riordan 12 25
John P. Riordan 12 25
Michael Hennesey 10 50
James Kelley 10 50
Patrick Burns 7 00
Emerson Smith 7 00
Luther Woodworth 3 50
Stillman M. Pratt, team 3 00
Isaac Draper 2 50
Charles A. Weston 5 50
$200 00
22
HANCOCK AND WOODBINE STREETS.
Appropriation
Willard A. Bancroft 45 00
John Flukes 29 75
W. A. Graves 28 00
Luther Woodworth 27 48
Michael Forbes 30 75
Emerson Smith 26 25
Timothy Riordan 25 38
Oliver A. Swain 21 00
James Kelley 15 00
Amos Damon, 2nd . . 11 38
Patrick Burns 12 25
M. H. White 10 50
James A. Bancroft, surveying 6 00
Charles A. Weston 57 00
Unexpended
$350 00
$345 74
4 26
$350 00
PRINTING.
Appropriation $225 00
C. M. Barrows, annual report 116 90
44 44 printing 21 00
William H. Twombly & Sons 76 88
$214 78
Unexpended 10 22
$225 00
ENFORCEMENT OF LIQUOR LAW.
Appropriation $300 00
S. K. Hamilton, attorney at law 50 00
Unexpended 250 00
$300 00
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REMOVING ICE AND SNOW.
Appropriation $350 00
Imogene Moulton, man and team 40 00
Dennis P. Babb, self and team 28 65
Henry Stock, labor 17 10
Alden S. Johnson, man and team 17 04
Stillman M. Pratt, man and team 21 50
C. A. Weston, self and team 14 05
Edward E. Nichols, self and team 15 93
Richard B. Nichols, self and team 11 65
Michael Forbes, man and team 10 10
Hiram Litchfield, labor 6 00
Henry S. La Clair, self and team 7 67
Wendell Bancroft, man and team 9 70
Samuel Brown, labor 3 50
Robert C. Totten, labor 2 25
A. G. Nichols, self and team 1 80
Michael Hennesey, labor 1 80
Milton D. Parker, self and team 1 50
Henry Gorus, labor 1 00
W. J. Draffin, labor 1 20
Oliver A. Swain, labor 1 00
N. W. Broad, labor 82
A. J. Varney, labor 75
Emerson Smith, labor 88
Henry M. Brown, labor ... 60
$216 49
Unexpended 133 51
$350 00
STEAM HEATING FOR ALMSHOUSE.
Appropriation $500 00
L. Descalzo, labor and material 459 00
Stephen M. Hall, labor and material 38 37
Unexpended 2 63
$500 00
24
t
CEMETERY.
Appropriation $400 00
Oren N. Jones, labor, self, man and team .... 288 42
William W. Davis, surveying 12 50
u “ indexing book for use of
trustees 4 50
James A. Bancroft, surveying 12 50
u tl plan 4 00
“ “ indexing book for use of
trustees 4 50
James A. Bancroft, labor 4 75
Ivory Sanborn, labor. 35 35
Timothy Riordan, labor 20 32
James Siddle, labor 26 75
Goodnow & Wigktman, locks 80
William Frost, labor 78 59
George Earley, labor 25 50
Wendell Bancroft, posts and stakes 13 18
Edward S. Gleason, labor 1 75
N. W. Broad, labor 10 38
S. B. Muse, concrete 124 22
668 01
In hands of Treasurer 100 99
Received on account of Cemetery $369 00
$769 00
COMMITTEE ON WATER SUPPLY.
Appropriation $500 00
Imogene Moulton, team 4 00
Calvin Horton & Son, labor 100 00
Albert F. Noyes 95 13
$199 13
Unexpended 300 87
$500 00
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INTEREST ON TOWN DEBT.
Appropriation $1,900 00
Blackstone Bank 164 29
$2064 29
Warren Institution for Savings 460 00
Institutions for Savings, Newburyport & vicinity. 790 00
Oren N. Jones,. interest on trust fund 40 20
Chrisje Bidder 21 67
A. W. Beard, treasurer 300 00
Mrs. Mary Stimpson 80 00
L. W. Piper 160 00
Richard Robinson 18 00
$1,869 87
Unexpended 194 42
$2064 29
STREET LIGHTS.
Appropriation $800 00
George Beasley, Keeper 219 64
Wheeler Reflector Co 287 00
Citizens Gas Light Co 209 74
Warren Parker 74 62
L. Descalzo & Co 2 75
Mike Hennesv 75
B. & M. R. R 25
W. Hazen Bancroft . 5 00
Lang’s Express 25
$800 00
CROSS WALKS AT LINDEN AND SANBORN STREET.
Appropriation $100 00
Sylvan B. Muse 32 60
Harry Gorquard 42 40
Dominique Doucette 9 30
Charles A. Weston 10 80
$95 10
Unexpended 4 90
$100 00
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STATE AID.
Appropriation $1000 00
Sarah Hetler 48 00
Mary A. McAllister 48 00
Dorcas Berry 24 00
Merrill Hutchinson 36 00
Mary A. Blanchard 48 00
Edgar Damon 30 00
Ellen M. Damon 20 00
Henry F. Scruton 72 00
Charles B. Leathe 72 00
Clara A. Leathe 48 00
Harriet C. Robinson 48 00
Marcella Wood 48 00
Elizabeth W. DeRonde 48 00
Lambertus W. Krook 48 00
Samuel S. Crouch 48 00
Eliza A. Hobbs 48 00
Noble Bunker 36 00
Mary Bunker 36 00
John M. Houseman 9 30
Rosetta A. Houseman 21 07
Eliza J. Upton 8 00
John Owens 72 00
To be reimbursed by the Commonwealth $916 37
Thomas A. Evans 72 00
One-half to be reimbursed by the Commonwealth $72 00
Unexpended 11 63
$1000 00
NIGHT WATCHMAN.
Appropriation $700 00
Henry Stock 624 00
Michael Hennesey 2 00
Unexpended 74 00
$700 00
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NEW TOMB.
Appropriation $1,000 00
Unexpended 1,000 00
CONCRETE GUTTERS.
Appropriation $300 00
Sylvan B. Muse, concrete.... 265 95
Harry Gorquard, concrete 26 35
Fred Hatch, gravel 7 32
$299 62
Unexpended 38
$300 00
EDGESTONE AROUND COMMON.
Appropriation $500 00
Sweatt & Davis, edgestone 273 17
Dominique Doucette, setting edgestones 102 59
Joseph Stokes, man and team 35 33
Imogene Moulton, man and team 28 26
James A. Bancroft, surveying 1 75
Emerson Smith, labor 88
John P. Riordan, labor 88
Timothy Riordan, labor 88
Luther Woodworth, labor 88
M. A. Stone, oil 26
Charles A. Weston, self and team 28 25
Unexpended 36 87
$500 00
NEW HEARSE.
Appropriation $600 00
Received for old hearse 100 00
$700 00
George Brownell 665 00
B. & M. R. R., freight 12 00
Unexpended 23 00
$700 00
28
SOLDIERS’ GRAVES DECORATION.
Appropriation $150 00
Paid Harley Prentiss, quartermaster 150 00
SALARIES OF TOWN OFFICERS.
Appropriation $2000 00
Edward Appleton, Auditor 10 00
James A. Bancroft, Selectman, Assessor and
Overseer of Poor to April 4, 1887 45 00
II. Dexter Temple, Selectman, Assessor and
Overseer of Poor to April 1, 1887 50 00
G. F. Woodworth, Auditor 10 00
Newell A. Howes, Auditor 10 00
Stillman M. Pratt, Selectman, Assessor and
Overseer of Poor to April 4, 1887 50 00
Henry Stock, returning unlicensed dogs 8 00
Edward F. Parker, Treasurer to March 1, 1888, 200 00
Edward F. Parker, School Committee to March
1, 1888 50 00
Henry E. Holden, Registrar 30 00
R. Dexter Temple, Selectman, Assessor and
Overseer of Poor to March 1, 1888 300 00
Stillman M. Pratt, Selectman, Assessor and
Overseer of Poor to March 1, 1888 250 00
James H. Griggs, Moderator 10 00
H. L. Cummings, Selectman, Assessor and
Overseer of Poor 225 00
Gilman L. Parker, School Committee to April 1,
1887 50 00
C. M. Barrows, School Committee to March 1,
1887 45 83
Henry Robinson, Registrar 40 00
William M. Titus 6 67
James A. Bancroft, School Committee 50 00
Amount carried forward, $1440 50
29
Amount brought forward
,
$1440 50
Ephraim Wight, Constable 6 00
James Reid, Town Clerk 50 00
James Reid, Clerk of Registrars 40 00
John C. Gleason, Collector, bal. due on 1885. 100 00
u “ on account as collector 1887. 200 00
Walter S. Parker, School Committee 50 00
H. G. Wadlin, School Committee 50 00
$1,936 50
Unexpended 63 50
TOWN OFFICE.
$2000.00
Appropriation $75 00^
Henry Stock, janitor 10 40
W. I. Ruggles, stamps 5 50
James Reid, stationery and stamps 7 82
Fred. W. Barry, books and stationery 3 45
L. Descalzo, gas fixtures. 3 71
C. M. Barrows & Co., printing 1 50
Citizens Gas Light Co., for gas 2 10
M. R. Warren, stationery 1 50
A. J. Wilkinson, thermometer 1 00
W. A. Stone, oil and can 48
Cummings’ Express 15
George F. King & Merrill 75
38 36
Unexpended 36 64
$75 00
CISTERN, COR. PIERCE AND SALEM STREET.
Appropriation $500 00
Wendell Bancroft 358 40
Citizens Gas Light Co 5 60
$364 00
Unexpended 136 00
$500 00
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HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES.
Appropriation $3,000 00
Material sold 17 35
$3,017 35
Charles A. Weston, self and team $421 30
Patrick Burns, labor 190 59
Amos Damon, 2d, labor 203 88
Luther Woodworth, labor 137 23
Oliver A. Swain, labor 134 22
Joseph Stokes, self, man and team 124 70
Emerson Smith, labor 119 17
Henry S. La Clair, self and team 105 85
Timothy Riordan, labor 110 44
Arthur G. Emerson, self and team 107 27
Joseph W. Killam, self and team 95 55
Edwin P. Nichols, labor 78 65
Willard A. Bancroft, self and team 86 40
Charles C. Green, self and team 59 85
George W. Atkinson, gravel 77 76
Charles Wakefield, man and team 51 27
John P. Riordan, labor 65 11
James Kelley, labor 49 65
W. A. Graves, labor 42 70
Michael Hennessy, labor.' 52 51
Simeon Margison, labor 49 98
Dominique Doucette, self and men 15 50
William J. Draffin, self and team 43 80
Michael Forbes, self, men and team 60 90
Daniel C. Sanborn, gravel 35 10
Howard W. Batchelder, labor 33 08
Frank Sherman, labor 44 72
Lewis Simpson, labor 31 80
Thomas B. Pratt, gravel 32 52
Adelbert E. Batchelder, gravel * 24 24
Amount carried forward
,
$2785 74
31
Amount brought forward
,
$2785 74
Edward E. Nichols, self and team 19 50
Willie B. Emerson, labor 19 25
Stillman M. Pratt, man and team 15 75
Frederick W. Hatch, gravel 22 80
Oren N. Jones, man and team 20 78
N. W. C. Carter, gravel 19 50
Robert C. Totten, stock and labor 20 56
Horace L. Cummings, man and team 25 50
Frank L. Johnson, labor 16 50
Chester B. Pratt, labor 14 85
Henry F. Parker, man and team 14 70
Edwin Manning, gravel 10 44
Jason W. Richardson, gravel 12 25
Charles W. Hadley, labor 10 50
Bartholomew Murphy, labor 13 35
George D. Putnam, labor 6 00
William W. Davis, man and team 4 50
Charles H. Ballard, labor 4 50
Gardner French, gravel 4 08
Newell C. Flanders, labor 2 70
Henry Gorus, labor 1 05
J. Allen Fames, labor : 1 75
John C. Stone, labor 2 44
George H. Porter, self and team 9 00
A. J. Green, self and team 14 10
Luther E. Nichols, labor 60
Lewis M. Bancroft, gravel 4 02
Edward S. Gleason, labor 6 13
John A. Blunt, material and labor 8 81
Milton D. Parker, gravel 90
L. G. Richardson, labor 75
$3,014 30
Unexpended 3 05
$3,017 35
32
POLICE.
Appropriation $200 00
Henry Stock, Services 19 30
Ephraim Wight 21 75
W. W. Davis 30 00
Charles S. Coney 19 50
Newell B. Hawes, special 5 00
William La Clair, special 5 00
John D. Canty, special 5 00
Percy Russell, special 5 00
Reuben Melendy, special 5 00
E. Bassett, special 5 00
Lafayette Ford, special 5 00
John P. Lovell & Co., badges and lantern 7 50
W. H. Twombly & Son 2 00
— $135 05
Unexpended 64 95
$200 00
JOHN STREET.
Appropriation $250 00-
J. Stokes, man and team 55 15
Dominique Doucette, labor, self and men 50 27
John P. Riordan, labor 14 88
Timothy Riordan, labor 14 88
James Kelley, labor 9 00
N. W. Broad, labor 9 18
Washington P. Damon 20 00
Gardiner French, gravel 18 18
Emerson Smith, labor 14 88
Milton D. Parker, gravel 10 98
Sweatt & Davis, granite 28 86
Imogene Moulton, teaming 3 90
John Norwood, care of lanterns 50
$250 66
Overdrawn 66
$250 00
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HAVEN STREET WALK.
Appropriation $300 00
Received from Martin E. Kingman 62 75
44 44 Gilman Kingman 45 00
44 Martha J. Greenwood heirs . 90 00
$197 75
$497 75
Paid Dominique Doucette, labor 28 65
“ Patrick Burns, labor 3 50
44 Joseph Stokes, self and team 6 00
44 Sylvan B. Muse, concrete 127 78
u Nathaniel W. Broad, labor and stock .... 8 67
44 Sweatt & Davis, edgestones 89 34
44 Charles A. Weston, self and team 6 00
44 Martin PL Kingman 25 00
44 Imogene Moulton, men and team 9 64
304 58
Unexpended 193 17
$497 75
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation $2,250 00
Firemen’s pay roll 999 95
Wendell Bancroft, fuel and labor 1.85 09
William E. Moulton, drawing machines 51 00
Imogene Moulton, drawing machines 50 00
George M. Stevens, fire alarm, ex. line and box, 57 50
L. T. Eames, steward 99 11
R. F. Philbrook, engineer 75 00
Henry Stock, janitor 46 30
W. H. Bancroft, glazing 1 50
A. S. Richardson, engineer and clerk 28 00
Moses E. Nichols, 44 44 20 00
W. L. Crowe, engineer 20 00
Amount carried forward
,
$1633 45
3
34
Amount brought forward
,
$1633 45
F. E. Richardson, janitor 24 14
Edward C. Nichols, chief engineer 35 00
Henry Gorus, labor 14 25
Samuel Brown, labor and materials 11 75
W. Henry Bancroft, steward . . .
.
48 00
Walter Bessey, services 9 75
Andrew J. Morse & Son, material 9 50
David C. Temple, labor and stock 10 38
Ardenne Parker, supplies 7 98
S. W. Bowker, drawing machines 8 00
H. R. Heselton, care of hose 17 50
Citizens Gas Light Co . 8 40
M. A. Stone, supplies 7 77
F. O. Dewey & Son, lanterns 6 25
Patrick McCall, repairs 6 10
H. Litchfield, labor 6 00
A. J. Bancroft, labor 5 50
Congregational Society, material 5 40
Albert Anderson, 14 4 00
Andrew S. Jackson, “ 3 90
T. Littlefield, labor and material 3 50
W. A. Bancroft, drawing machine 3 00
George E. Lang, expressing 1 70
Holland & Daniels, material 3 40
W. H. Twombly & Son, printing 3 50
F. W. Danforth, printing. 3 00
Joseph Stokes, drawing machine 3 00
Cummings Express, expressing 2 50
Wadsworth & Howland, material 1 40
Greenleaf S. Tukey, repairs 1 00
H. C. Watson, repairs 90
$1,909 92
Unexpended 340 08
$2,250 00
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MISCELLANEOUS ACCOUNT.
Received for auctioneer’s license 2 00
“ “ lock-up fees 1 50
Appropriation 500 00
$503 50
Everett C. Parker, labor 2 63
Lyceum Hall Association 50 00
John C. Gleason, express bill 15
Greanleaf S. Tukey, repairs on pump 5 25
Henry Stock, lock-up keeper and dog notiee ... 23 00
J. L. Hammett, treasurer’s book 3 75
A. J. Pratt, stamp 1 50
J. H. Hanaford, returning births 3 25
Gilman C. Gleason, returning deaths for 1886 . 8 00
E. F. Brooks, blankets for lock-up 4 50
C. M. Barrows, printing 9 25
A. S. Richardson, milling 1 50
Fred. W. Barry, order book 8 00
Thomas Groom & Co., tax book 1 50
D. C. Temple, repairs 21 94
Beal & Clement, expressing 1 20
James Reid, recording births, marriages, deaths 76 35
S. E. Parker, census of schoolchildren 12 00
Wendell Bancroft, watering trough 7 00
A. Hodson, painting inside Town Office 104 46
Charles K. Darling, stationery 2 00
J. C. Cook, painting town building 39 75
Frederick Bancroft, teller 3 00
Lewis M. Bancroft, teller 6 00
James A. Bancroft, surveying and plans 13 50
Dr. John O. Dow, medical attendance 3 75
Town of North pending, repairs of bridge 2 63
Sylvan B. Muse, concrete work 6 45
T. Littlefield, material and labor 75
George E. Lang, expressing 1 65
Amount carried forward
,
$424 71
36
Amount brought forward
,
$424 71
William W. Davis, surveying 4 50
Solon Bancroft, drawing deed, &c., 2 00
Edward F. Parker, expenses. . .
<f. 8 55
Dr. F. F. Brown, returning births 15 25
C. H. Thompson, plough 13 20
R. Dexter Temple,undertaker returning 58 deaths 14 50
Greenleaf S. Tukev, repairs pump. 1 50
Dr. Hanaford, returning births 50
George Beasley, distributing town report 6 00
490 71
Unexpended 12 79
$503 50
DEFICIENCIES ACCOUNT.
Appropriation $150 00
A. Hodson, painting signboards 85 00
R. Dexter Temple, selectman, assessor and over-
seer of poor 50 00
T. R. Newhall 2 80
Unexpended 12 20
$150 00
ABATEMENT OF TAXES.
Appropriation $275 00
J. C. Gleason, collector on 1885 tax list, per-
sonal estate 210 52
J. C. Gleason, real estate on 1885 list 37 51
Frank Parker, real estate in 1885 7 37
Martin M. Cummings. 1 60
J. C. Johnson 4 80
Arthur G. Emerson 1 20
L. B. Gorham’s heirs 3 20
C. A. Wells 1 60
Gilman L. Parker 5 52
Amount carried forward
,
$273 32
37
Amount brought forward
,
$273 32
John Steele 7 60
John Murray 4 80
Herick Batclielder’s heirs 1 60
$282 32
Overdrawn 12 32
$275 00
We herewith present for your consideration the following list of
appropriations :
Salaries of town officers $2,000 00
State aid < 1,000 00
Street lights 1,000 00
Printing 225 00
Abatement of taxes 300 00
Town Office 75 00
Miscellaneous 350 00
Highways and bridges 3,000 00
Concrete Gutters 300 00
Concrete sidewalks and edgestones 500 00
Removing snow 350 00
R. DEXTER TEMPLE, ) Selectmen
HORACE L. CUMMINGS, [ of
STILLMAN M. PRATT. ) Reading.
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Dr. EDWARD F. PARKER, TREASURER, IN
To cash in Treasury, March 1, 1887, cemetery bequest and interest. $ 745 00
“ “ 44 for paying Town debt 5,781 00
44 44 8,023 32
To cash rec’d from State Treasurer corporation tax 1,093 53
44 “ “ 44 National Bank Tax 589 83
44 “ 44 “ State Aid, Chap. 252, Acts 1879. 53 00
‘ 4 44 “ 44 “ 44 301, Acts 1879. 807 00
• 4 44 44 “ bal. of corporation tax 1886 . . 166 37
44 “ 44 “ for support State poor 32 41
“ “ County Treasurer, dog tax 449 73
4 ‘ “ Blackstone Bank, interest 164 20
4 4 4 4 R. Dexter Temple, auctioneer’s license 2 00
“ “ Trustees of Cemeterj^, hearse sold 100 00
4 4 4 4 44 44 for lots sold 369 00
44 “ town of Woburn, support of Mrs. Benj. Wood. 29 89
44 “ city of Malden, support of S. L. Penney 26 05
44 4
* town of Sherborn, support of C. II. Leland. 36 00
4 4 4 4 town of Lynnfield, support of E. L. Hewes. 77 58
44 44 School Committee, books and supplies sold. 21 27
44 44 Highway Surveyor, materials sold 13 50
“ 44 School Committee, from Mass, school fund. 190 09
4 4 4 4 Overseers of the Poor, almshouse account*. 344 86
To cash paid back to Treasurer, on orders drawn 446 46
44 received from Selectmen, concrete account 567 50
44 44 4 4 night watchman, lock-up fees 1 50
44 44 hired money, temporary loans 8,850 00
“ 44 John C. Gleason, Col., for estates of C. H.
Thwing, sold for taxes of 1885, Mar. 5, 1888. . 75 00
44 4 4 John C. Gleason, Col., List, 1885 3,007 31
44 44 44 44 “ 1886 5,293 35
44 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 1887 31,445 81
$68,802 65
ACCOUNT OF MASSACHUSETTS
Received from State Treasurer $190 09
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ACCOUNT WITH THE TOWN OF READING. Cr.
By paying State Tax $2,925 00
“ Selectmen’s orders . , 65,644 53
Cash in Treasury 233 12
$68,802 65
SCHOOL FUND.
Expended for Tuition 190 09
EDWARD F. PARKER, Treasurer.
40
COLLECTOR’S REPORT.
JOHN C. GLEASON, Collector,
In account with the Town of Reading.
Dr.
To uncollected taxes of 1885 .
“ uncollected taxes of 1886 .
“ committed tax list of 1887 .
“ additional assessments
“ collected interest on 1885 taxes
“ collected interest on 1886 taxes
“ collected interest on 1887 taxes
Cr.
By cash paid Edward F. Parker, treasurer on
1885 taxes $2,733 70
By cash paid Edward F. Parker, Treasurer on
1886 taxes 5,106 37
By cash paid Edward F. Parker, Treasurer on
1887 taxes 31,361 77
By cash paid Edward F. Parker, Treasurer for
interest on 1885 taxes 273 61
By cash paid Edward F. Parker, Treasurer for
interest on 1886 taxes 186 98
By cash paid Edward F. Parker, Treasurer for
interest on 1887 taxes 84 04
By cash paid J.O. Hayden, County Treasurer . 1,367 77
By uncollected taxes of 1886 2,506 43
By uncollected taxes of 1887 8,423 06
$52,043 73
JOHN C. GLEASON, Collector .
$2,733 70
7,612 80
41,136 60
16 00
273 61
186 98
84 04
$52,043 73
Reading, March 19, 1888.
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AUDITOR’S REPORT,
For the year ending March 1, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
Town notes outstanding March 1, 1887 . . $48,250 00
Town notes outstanding March 1, 1888 . . 36,500 00
Temporary loan in anticipation of unpaid taxes 1000 00
Interest accrued on town notes to March 1, 399 65
Due Fire Department, estimated .... 800 00
Miscellaneous debts, estimated 205 00
TRUST FUNDS.
Bequest of Nancy Wakefield $100 00
44 Thomas Sweetser 100 00
44 Sabina Nichols 100 00
“ Martha Pike 25 00
44 Sarah Batchelder 25 00
44 George L. Smith 200 00
44 Susan A. Martin 100 00
44 Susan Wight, Elizabeth Preston,
and Margaret Gilman 75 00
725 00
Interest accrued on above fund not yet
expended 5 05
Amount carried forward, $39,634 70
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Amount brought forward, $39,634 70
AVAILABLE ASSETS.
Unpaid taxes of 1886 2,506 43
“ “ “ 1887 8,423 06
Interest accrued on unpaid taxes .... 423 61
Due from Commonwealth of Massachusetts
on Corporation Tax 218 36
Due from Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
on account of State Paupers ... 34 75
Due from City of Boston 84 50
“ Town of Sherborn 36 00
“ “ Woburn 6 87
“ State Aid account 916 37
“ Military Aid 36 00
Cash in Treasury 233 12 12,919 07
$26,715 63
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT.
Net debt March 1, 1887 $24,066 81
Net debt March 1, 1888 ....... 26,715 63
The above statement shows an increase of $2648.82 over last year,
but the town property has increased $12,889.15 by the addition of
School Houses, &c.
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY.
Town farm and buildings $5,000 00
Personal property at town farm .... 1,579 14
$6,579 14
Cemetery land not lotted, about 2 acres, and
125 lots not sold 3,500 00
Hearse and hearse house 675 00
$4,175 00
Steamer and hose carriage 3,700 00
Harnesses, tools and furniture 542 75
Eagle Engine and hose carriage 150 00
Hancock Engine and hose carriage ... 225 00
$4,617 75
Amount carried forward
,
$15,471 89
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Amount brought forward
,
$15,471 89
Hancock engine house 1,100 00
Hook and ladder truck and tools, and John-
son pumps 162 50
Hose and pipes 3,064 00
$4,326 50
Also for use of fire department 28 cisterns and wells.
School houses and lots 38,000 00
Furniture and school books, piano, &c. . . 3,200 00
Engine house and town offices and lot . . . 9,000 00
Land in rear of engine house 1,000 00
Public library, books and furniture . . . 4,000 00
Property in town offices 300 00
Property deeded to town by John Dennett . 575 00
56,075 00
$75,773 39
We have examined the accounts of the Tax Collector and find
$41,114.24 has been received by him for taxes and interest,
$39,746.47 of which has been paid to the Town Treasurer, and
$1367.77 to the County Treasurer.
The accounts of the Selectmen and Treasurer we have also
examined, and find them correctly Jcept, with satisfactory vouchers
for disbursements.
The balance of cash in hand, as stated by the Treasurer, $233.12
is correct.
The following notes mature during the ensuing twelve months.
$500.00 July 9, 1888, $3000.00 September 14, 1888, $1000.00 March
1, 1889. The usual appropriations for this purpose will provide
about one-half the necessary money to pay these notes, and the
balance must be raised and appropriated or a new loan be made.
Of the outstanding notes $4000.00 bears interest at 3§ per cent., and
the balance bears interest at 4 per cent.
LEWIS M. BANCROFT,
WM. W. DAVIS,
A. NEWELL HOWES,
Auditors.
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF ENGINEERS.
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
:
The Engineers of the Fire Department would respectfully
submit the following report.
The fire department has been called out nine (9) times since
the last report as follows :
1887. May 15. Dwelling, Village St., owned by C. Wells,
Loss, nominal. Cause, spontaneous com-
bustion.
Brush fire in Cemetery. No damage.
Tenement, Main St., owned by W. C.
Moulton. Loss, $25 ; insurance paid, $25.
Cause fire, defective chimney.
Dwelling, Ash St., owned by Hugh Dooling.
Loss $20, insurance paid $20 ; Cause, fire-
crackers.
May 17.
July 4.
July 4.
July 4.
July 5.
July 15.
Dec. 2.
1888. Feb. 15.
Mar. 16.
Dwelling, Washington St., owned by Wm.
Weston. No damage. Cause, fire-works.
Dwelling, Washington St., owned by Joseph
Horton. Loss, slight. Cause, children
playing with matches.
Dwelling, West St., owned by John Mur-
ray. Loss, $900 ; insurance paid $900.
Cause, defective chimney.
Dwelling, Hancock St., owned by Charles
Jackson. Loss, $200 ; insurance paid $200.
Cause, fire in unfinished grate.
Burning chimney in house owned by I. W.
Ruggles. No damage.
Factory, owned by E. B. Richardson. No
damage. Cause, careless smoking. (Still
alarm.)
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On account of alterations on the Bethescla Church, an elec-
tric fire-alarm striker with two alarm boxes has just been put in
operation during the past year. The engineers believe that
eight or nine new alarm boxes should be located in different
parts of the outskirts of the town. The posts of the New Eng-
land Telegraph and Telephone Co., can be used to conduct the
wires for these boxes, making the construction of the line inex-
pensive. The engineers recommend that twelve hundred
($1200) dollars be appropriated for the same.
There has been no other addition to the department. The
engineers recommend that one hundred ($100) dollars (esti-
mated) should be appropriated to supply the hook and ladder
truck with new wheels and axles, and to paint the same.
The engineers recommend the sale of Eagle engine, as the
town has no use for it, and as the engine decreases in value
each year, for there is little demand for old hand engines. The
engineers recommend that the sum of twenty three hundred
and fifty ($2350) dollars be appropriated to defray the
expenses of the department for the ensuing year, including the
amount necessary to repair the hook and ladder truck.
In conclusion, the board wishes to commend the department
for the faithful and prompt performance of its duties.
E. C. NICHOLS, Chief.
WM. L. CROWE. * I
WENDELL BANCROFT. > Assistants.
MOSES NICHOLS. *
A. T. RICHARDSON, Clerk.
POLICE REPORT.
To the Selectmen of Reading :
Gentlemen, we submit the annual Police report.
Number of arrests for the year, 13.
For drunkenness
. 5
u assault 2
44 larcency 3
44
violation of liquor laws 1
44 cruelty to animals 1
41 breaking and entering 1
Liquor raids 2
44 seizures 1
Tramps taken care of 514
Doors found unlocked 13
Fire alarms given 1
Respectfully submitted,
HENRY STOCK, Chief, I
EPHRAIM WIGHT,
[CHARLES S. CONEY, [
WI. WALLACE DAVIS, Clerk, j
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REPORT OF THE CEMETERY COMMITTEE.
The Cemetery, during the past year, has been under the
general charge of Mr. James A. Bancroft. In addition to the
usual care of the avenues and the grounds under our charge,
we have concreted the gutters of a portion of Elm Avenue, for
the purpose of avoiding the necessity of re-grading the avenue
after every heavy rain, as has been the case heretofore. We
have also laid out thirty-seven new lots, in that part of the
cemetery designated on the original plan as “Consecration
Grove,” making the whole number of lots which have been
offered for sale six hundred and ninety-nine.
We have left undrawn of the General appropriation the sum
of $100.99. A full statement of the sums expended by us for
various purposes will appear in the Reports of the Selectmen
and Treasurer.
The Trustees have purchased a new hearse in compliance
with the vote of the town at their last annual meeting. The
negotiations were conducted by Mr. Pratt, acting as agent of
the Board, who succeeded in obtaining an excellent hearse, and
keeping within the limits of the appropriation, made for the
purpose.
Much time has been spent in investigating the subject of the
erection of a new Receiving Tomb. We soon found that there
were a variety of opinions among the citizens on the question
of its location. The Board decided upon a spot near the
southern Main street entrance. At the urgent request of
those interested, the matter was brought before a special Town
Meeting. Another location was decided upon by the town.
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The season was at that time so far advanced, that it was found
impracticable to construct one properly before winter. So
nothing has been done. We find that a satisfactory tomb can
be constructed at an expense but little, if any, in excess of the
amount designated at the last annual meeting.
We would recommend that the sum of $200.00, in addition
to the amount voted last year, be appropriated for the purpose.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANCIS O. DEWEY, ]
EDWARD APPLETON,
|
SOLON BANCROFT,
VV • > V ALiLiAvIh LJA V lu,
JAMES A. BANCROFT,
|
FRANK W. B. PRATT, J
W. WA ACE D VIS
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LIBRARY REPORT.
The Trustees of the Public Library submit the following report : —
FINANCIAL REPORT.
Appropriation $450.00
Amount of Dog Tax 449.73
$899.73
Expenditures : —
L. S. Cox, Librarian $160.65
Gertrude G. Ruggles, assistant 3.30
Addie Griggs, assistant 6.30
Jessie Grouard, assistant 4.50
J. W. Ripley, binding books 37.70
Osias Raynor, books 7.50
Estes & Lauriat, books 315.45
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., books 22.00
Interstate Publishing Co., books 16.67 •
Citizens Gas Light Co., gas 36.75
M. B. Garfield, signs 15.50
F. W. Parker, services 27.38
H. E. Cox, fuel 5.53
W. Bancroft, fuel. 7.75
W. Proctor, rent 180.00
Insurance 30.00
C. M. Barrows & Co., printing cards, etc. 22.75
$899.73
FINE ACCOUNT.
Balance reported 1887 $63.00
Received for fines 36.22
u cards 6.30
“ catalogues 12.75
“ paper 61
Amount carried forward, $118.88
3
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Amount brought forward, $118.88
Paid for incidentals $2.83
“ books 50.00
“ expressage 3.05
55.88
Balance $63.00
The following volumes have been presented to the library : —
NAME OF DONOR. NO. OF VOLUMES.
Christian Union Sabbath School 5
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 2
United States 4
Charles K. Bolton 1
Total 12
Two vacancies will require to be filled at the ensuing annual meet-
ing, the terms of Messrs. Chas. D. Thomas and Harley Prentiss
expiring.
Respectfully submitted,
STEPHEN FOSTER, Chairman.
HORACE G. WALDIN, Secretary.
JAMES H. GRIGGS,
CYRUS M. BARROWS,
HARLEY PRENTISS,
CHAS. D. THOMAS.
Trustees.
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Report of the Committee on Water Supply.
The Committee appointed by the Town to investigate the
subject of a pure water supply, and the advisability of intro-
ducing such a supply into the town, respectfully submit the
following report
:
Immediately after the town meeting the Committee organ-
ized and proceeded to attend to the duty assigned them.
Upon the general subject of introducing a water supply, the
Committee report that it is expedient for the Town to take
favorable action, provided that the cost involved is not exces-
sive as compared with the resources of the Town and the ben-
efits to be derived from such action. This opinion rests upon
facts that have been so well summarized by a Committee ap-
pointed by another town to examine the subject and report, that
we present them in their words as follows :
—
44 The value of a public water supply for all purposes is uni-
versally demonstrated by the fact that a large majority of the
cities and large towns of the State have such works, or are about
constructing them. Pure, soft wTater has become a necessity
to these places which no consideration would induce them
to part with. Many smaller towns than our own, of three
thousand inhabitants and less, have successfully become the
builders and owners of public water works
;
and the universal
experience of these towns proves that the water so furnished is
of a superior quality, and to be obtained in greater quantity
than by any other method
;
that its introduction always
increases the health, comfort and convenience of all classes of
citizens
;
that it diminishes the number of conflagrations, and
greatly lessens the destruction caused by them
;
that it attracts
new settlers and additional investments and business
; that it
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improves the town as a place of residence
;
and that none of the
doubts and fears and objections that in any place have been
raised against its introduction, have ever been sustained in
practice”
In consideration of these facts your Committee is of the
opinion that that plan would be the best and most economical
in the end, for the Town, which will furnish an abundant and
permanent supply of potable water for all purposes, not only
for present needs but for all prospective wants for some years
to come ; which would be a constantly increasing source of
revenue, and in a few years become self-sustaining, the net
income thereafter forming the nucleus of a sinking fund for the
payment of the debt incurred in construction.
No fear need be entertained that there will not be a
general demand for the water, for the universal testimony of
other towns is, that when once introduced, its use increases to
such an extent as to very soon make the works self-sustaining.
Several sources of supply had been suggested. The Com-
mittee determined that each of these should be investigated
and the question of choice narrowed to such as were undoubt-
edly available.
The following had been mentioned :
—
1. Ity arrangement with the town of Woburn connecting
with their water main which is brought to the Heading line.
2. By contract with the Wakefield Water Company for a
supply from the lakes in Wakefield.
3. From Martin’s Pond in North Reading, either independ-
ently or by arrangement with the City of Malden which pro-
poses to acquire that pond.
4. From Swan Pond, independently.
5. From Sandy Pond, independently.
6. From wells or springs within the limits of Reading,
either independently or by contract with the Reading Water
Company.
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Taking these suggested sources of supply seriatim, the re-
sults of our investigation are as follows :
—
1. By arrangement with the town of Woburn.
This we found to be impracticable for the reason that the
Woburn water supply is believed by the citizens of that town
to be no more than adequate to the needs of Woburn itself.
While to-day they have a surplus of water, it is thought that
they ought not to enter into any arrangement with outside
parties which in the future might curtail the supply available
for their own use. After conference with the Water Board of
Woburn we therefore have to report that that source is imprac-
ticable for the reasons stated.
2. Contract with the Wakefield Water Company.
The Wakefield Water Company is to-day ready to contract
to supply the Town with the water it requires, in two ways,
(a) to pipe the town themselves, supplying hydrants for fire*
purposes for a fixed contract price, reserving to themselves the
profits from private users of water, or, (5) if the Town prefers to
control its own system of piping and to put in the requisite
mains, it will sell the Town water for so much a gallon for a
term of years.
3. Martin’s Pond.
We regard this as impracticable as an independent source of
supply on account of the extreme cost to the Town, even if
legislation could be had authorizing the use of the pond. It
is doubtful if such legislation could be secured for the reason
that the City of Malden has already obtained this right. It is
probable that Malden will not take water from this pond for
some time to come, however
;
therefore the suggestion that
Reading might secure water from the pond by arrangement
with the City of Malden, whose main would pass through the
town, we are, at present, obliged to consider impracticable
also.
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4. Swan Pond.
This source is impracticable for the reason that Danvers has
the right to take water from this pond and unless it can be
shown that Beading has no other available supply, Reading
could not secure an equal right.
5. Sandy Pond.
This is impracticable for the reason that it is doubtful if the
supply from this pond would be adequate
;
and also on account
of the expense involved.
6. We now come to the proposition to supply the town
from wells or springs within its own limits.
A Committee previously appointed by the Town had inves-
tigated this general subject and made a detailed report, which
is valuable and conclusive as far as it goes. This report
showed that a stratum of water bearing gravel was to be found
at certain depths and in various parts of the town, and that
water of an excellent quality could be obtained from it.
But whether the amount of water therefrom would be sufficient
for the needs of the Town for more than a limited time, was a
point that was undetermined.
In order to arrive at a definite conclusion on this point the
Committee decided to secure expert advice and to go into the
matter as thoroughly as the time at our disposal would permit
;
for this reason our investigations continued during most of the
summer, and were directed not merely to the localities visited
by the former Committee, but to other places within the town.
These investigations have been conducted under the direc-
tion of Albert F. Noyes, City Engineer, of the City of New-
ton, who is an expert on the subject of water supply from
wells, and his report on the subject is full and complete. We
therefore present the larger part of that report embodying the
conclusions reached by Mr. Noyes.
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West Newton, Jan. 20th, 1888.
To the Special Committee on Water Supply of the Town of Reading,
Mass.
Gentlemen : —
As directed by vote of your Committee I would respect-
fully submit the following report of my examination of the various
sources of water supply within the limits of the town of Reading,
which have been suggested as being or which may appear available
for that purpose, together with my conclusions and recommendations.
In considering the availability of a district as a source of water
supply for a community certain fundamental principles must be con-
ceded, as follows :
First. That the supply of water to the ground, ponds and rivers
is maintained by the condensation of moisture in the atmosphere, and
precipitated in the form of rain or snow.
Second. That the amount of water available at any one point
depends upon the area and topographical character of the water-shed
above it, and the readiness with which the rainfall is or can be stored.
Third. That the area from which it is proposed to take water must
be and, so far as can be foreseen, continue to be free from any source
of pollution which can in any way destroy the purity of the water,
thereby endangering the health and comfort of the community to be
supplied.
Topographically, a ridge of hills extending from north to south
through the westerly portion of the town forms the divide between
the Mystic, Ipswich and Saugus river water-sheds. The main por-
tion of the town is located on the southerly and easterly slopes of
this ridge of hills, the water from which sheds towards and into Lake
Quannapowitt and from thence into the Saugus river.
The material of which the hill is for the most part composed is
coarse compact gravel, readily absorbing the rain which falls upon it
and holding it like a sponge. Near the base of the hills the sub-soil
becomes less compact and finer in quality until it reaches a fine sand
at the lowest levels.
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In the easterly portion of the town and partly in the towns of Wake-
field and North Reading, is located a tract of low land known as
Cedar Swamp, lying but slightly above the level of Lake Quannapow-
itt, and sloping slightly toward the Ipswich river.
The water-shed of Cedar Swamp I estimate to be between three
and four square miles. North and west of the ridge of hills is lo-
cated Birch Swamp, containing from seventy-five to one hundred
acres, the water-shed of which is into the Mystic river and, by an ar-
tificial ditch, into the Ipswich river. The area of the Mystic river
water-shed within the limits of the town, I estimate to be about three
square miles, but it is so broken up by spurs of hills extending
westerly from the main ridge as to render but a small part of the
water-shed available from any one point.
In the extreme northerly portion of the town, lying partly in the
towns of North Reading and Wilmington, extending from Lobbs
Pond Mills westerly, is One Hundred Acre Meadow, located entirely in
the water-shed of Ipswich river, the area of which above this point
is about twenty-five square miles.
The manufacturing industries of the town of Reading being limited,
the amount of water necessary for an ample water supply is only
such as would be necessary for domestic and fire purposes.
For domestic supply, with the present population of the town,
there should be provided a supply and pumping capacity of at least
two hundred and fifty thousand gallons per day, with a storage reser-
voir or stand-pipe which shall be capable of holding in reserve at least
one day’s supply.
For fire purposes there should be a storage and pumping capacity
which shall be able to supply at least twelve hundred gallons per
minute for at least four hours.
I therefore consider it would be unwise to select a source of water
supply and locate a plant from which at least five hundred thousand
gallons of water per day could not be taken. If possible the source
should be selected so that as the growth of the town demands an ad-
ditional supply it can be obtained at the least additional cost.
In company with a sub Committee of your Committee, I visited the
various points withiu the limits of the town which had been spoken
of as being or which appeared to be available as a source of water
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supply, and carefully studied from surface indications, from the rec-
ords of such boring, as were made by a previous Committee of your
town, and from the records of a few borings, authorized by your
Committee and made under my direction, the topographical and
geological features of each
;
from which I would respectfully report
the following results and conclusions, together with my reasons there-
for.
The Bancroft Meadow is located in the Mystic water-shed, west
of the main ridge spoken of, and between two spurs of hills extend-
ing from the main ridge west, nearly, if not quite, to the Woburn line,
and has a visible water-shed of from one-third to one-half square
mile.
Near the lower portion of this valley a pip’e had been driven from
which a small stream of water was flowing, I should judge to be fully
equal in amount to that recorded by a former Committee of your
town. From their records the sub-stratum was found to be seven-
teen feet of fine sand and clay, below which there was at least fif-
teen feet of coarse sand and gravel. A second pipe driven about
one hundred feet nearer the town line reached the same bed of gravel
at a greater deptli than the first, showing that the dip of the gravel
bed is from the hill, and I consider it extremely doubtful, judging
from its general formation, if this stratum extends beyond it, in
which case any suppiy of water to be furnished therefrom must de-
pend largely upon the rain falling upon it. I estimate the yield from
this source, if dependent upon the storage in the ground, to be from
one hundred thousand to one hundred and fifty thousand gallons of
water per day, during the dryest portion of the year.
A little north-west of the Bancroft Meadow is another meadow
near the Woburn line, a pipe had been driven through a sub-stratum
similar to but of finer material than that obtained in the Bancroft
Meadow, and the indications of a sufficient water supply were not so
favorable.
The interception of the ground flow of water from the water-shed
of Birch Swamp was next considered
;
but its area is too limited in
extent to warrant the expectation of finding a large amount of water.
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The Cummings Spring is located in the Mystic water-shed near its-
upper line. It has a very limited water-shed and, as shown by the
experiments of your previous Committee, the supply of water would
soon become exhausted.
Near the south line of the town a large tract of level meadow land
slightly above the level of Lake Quannapowitt would appear to pre-
sent favorable conditions for obtaining sufficient water; but examin-
ations made by a former Committee on Water supply shows a sub-
stratum of fine quick-sand from which water could only be obtained
with difficulty.
A larger portion of the town being built on this slope, and as its
further growth may be expected in this direction, the ground water
would be likely to become contaminated by drainage into the ground.
Cedar Swamp with a drainage area of at least three square miles, and
a ground storage of at least one-half that, presents admirable con-
ditions, from surface indication, for sufficient water
;
but so far as
borings were made the sub-soil was found too fine for the ready pas-
sage of w’ater through it.
Near the lower end of One Hundred Acre Meadow, just above the
road leading by Lobbs Pond Mills and near the banks of the Ipswich
River, borings were made thirty-three feet to bed rock.
The first ten feet were through coarse gravel and boulders, the
next five feet were coarse sand with gravel, the next five feet were
coarse sand with a little clay wash, and the next thirteen feet were
through blue clay to bed rock. Here were presented conditions more
favorable than at any point visited. The Ipswich River has a water-
shed of at least twenty-five square miles, the flow of which must pass
this point.
The country above this point, which is for the most part level or
slightly undulating, is woodland, meadow or farming land, and is
well calculated to store and yield slowly the water falling upon it.
The sub-soil is admirably adapted to the ready flow of the ground
water through it and will admit of the easy construction of a well and
collecting conduits. The physical conditions of this territory are
such as to preclude the probability of any contamination of the water,
and it is so extended in area as to furnish an abundant water supply
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for a very long period. So favorable are these conditions, I feel they
would more than offset the extra cost of the main pipe to the reser-
voir, and the settlement of any prospective claim for water damage.
Should circumstances occur, or conditions, of which I have no
knowledge, exist, to prevent the taking of the water from the point
suggested, I would recommend a more thorough examination of the
sub-soil in Cedar Swamp, to determine if possible a sufficient collect-
lecting area of coarse gravel from which a supply can be obtained.
The water-shed is sufficient to furnish the amount of water desired
if it can be properly collected. If the water bearing gravel is less
than twenty feet from the surface of the ground the water can be bet-
ter collected by open wells or galleries. If at a greater depth than
twenty feet it can be better obtained bv driven wells.
Should it seem necessary to resort to some locality other than those
already outlined, it would seem that the Bancroft Meadow present-
ed the most favorable conditions in the Mystic water-shed, but as al-
ready stated there would not be enough water to warrant the estab-
lishment of a pumping plant unless the water bearing stratum of
gravel extends, as assumed by the previous Committee on Water
Supply, over a much greater territory than would be shown by sur-
face indications. This can only be determined by sinking a number
of wells, and while pumping from them for several days, watch the
ground flow of water.
In closing I wish to acknowledge the courtesy and attention I have
received from the various members of your Committee.
Respectfully submitted,
albert F. NOYES,
Consulting Engineer.
We regard this report as conclusively determining that it is
possible to supply the Town of Reading from wells within its
own limits.
It will be seen that of the sources we have enumerated seria-
tim, only two are to-day open to the Town, viz. : wells within our
own limits, and the Wakefield lakes through the Wakefield Water
Company.
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We may utilize the first source independently or by contract
with the Reading Water Company. The Reading Water Com-
pany was chartered by the Legislature of 1885, with the usual
powers and liabilities of water companies. It has the right to
supply the town under contract from wells or springs within
our limits or to furnish a supply through mains of its own by
contract with the Wakefield Company.
We may therefore utilize the second source by direct contract
with the Wakefield Company, by indirect contract through the
Reading Company, or, by the terms of theWakefield Company’s
second proposition, independently, so far as our own mains
are concerned, taking the water through them by contract with
the Company
;
the latter plan of course permitting us to fix
rates, and entitling us to all profits from sale of water.
We now turn to the question of mode of introduction,
whether independently or by contract with a company.
Upon this question the Committee is decidedly of the opinion
that it is preferable for the Town to own and control its water sup-
ply rather than to contract with a company, unless the expense of
the works is greater than we have any reason to anticipate.
This opinion is not merely a matter of feeling. It rests upon in-
vestigation by the Committee, and is confirmed by the advice
of experts, who are competent to give unbiased evidence. The
reasons concisely stated are these : By proceeding in this way
although the annual cost in shape of interest might at first be
greater than the annual contract price paid to a company, the
Town would secure all the profits arising from the operation of
the works and the use of water by private takers, which profits
would within a short time render the work self-supporting.
There is also the additional advantage that the Town would con-
trol the works absolutely, and would have the power to regu-
late the rates for the use of water.
From the best estimates we are able to obtain at the present
stage of the matter, we are of the opinion that if the Town will
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put in from eight to ten miles of pipe, making an outline of a
system to which extensions can he made as the growth of the
town requires, and conducts the work on good business prin-
ciples, the cost will not exceed eighty, or at most ninety
thousand dollars
;
that the works will give better satisfaction to
our people
;
that as all profits can be put into extensions the
town will be completely piped sooner and more economically
;
and that in a comparatively few years either water rates can be
materially reduced or the works prove a source of revenue to
the town.
We therefore favor the plan of introducing water frbm a well
system by the Town, independently. Before proceeding to vote
upon the main question of introducing such a supply, definite
plans and estimates should be matured, which implies further and
more complete investigation by competent engineers, in order
that the Town may act understandingly upon the subject. If
these investigations should not justify the conclusions of this
Committee as to a well system, and the Town turn to the other
plan, that of contract with the Wakefield Company, then we
favor the proposition to take the water from the Company at a
fixed price per gallon, and the Town to put in its own mains
and control them.
The definite step which this committee now recommends the
Town to take, remains to be stated.
In order for the Town to introduce water upon its own account,
legislative permission in the form of a charter would be neces-
sary, but if the Town acquires the charter already granted to
the Reading Water Company, which it may do upon terms
therein contained, it would thereby acquire all the power
needed. On the other hand, in order to make a contract with
the Wakefield Company, should that source be finally thought
preferable, it would be necessary to secure legislation permit-
ting such a Contract. The Reading Company, it will be remem-
bered, among its powers, has the right to make a contract with
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the Wakefield Company. If therefore the Town should acquire
the Reading Company’s charter, the same right would pass to
the Town.
If then the Town desires to utilize either of the two sources
at present available, it is desirable for it to obtain powers- similar
to those vested in the Reading Water Company.
The Committee have had a conference with the representa-
tive of this Company, and have received from them two proposi-
tions. First : the Company is ready to make a contract with
the Town to furnish a supply from sources acceptable to the
Town upon the usual plan of an annual rental for hydrants to
continue during a term of years, or, secondly : if the Town
desires to control its own supply it will dispose of its charter
to the Town for a nominal sum
;
namely, the cost already
incurred by the Company.
Relieving that the representatives of the Company have, as
they have stated to your Committee, no other desire than to
see water introduced into the Town, and that they are willing
to dispose of their charter for a nominal sum, the Committee
recommend that the town at its annual meeting appoint a Com-
mittee with power to negotiate with this Company for the pur-
chase of its charter, and to report their action for consideration
by the Town at a future meeting.
This recommendation will come before the Town by an
appropriate article in the Warrant.
The appointment of this Committee is a necessary prelimin-
ary to the acquirement of the Charter. The Town has not
given us the power to make definite negotiations. The nego-
tiations if made by the Committee whose appointment we rec-
ommend would not be binding upon the town until accepted
by a future meeting.
If the Town finally acquires the charter then the question of
introducing water under it assumes definite shape, and can be
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intelligently discussed and acted upon. The first step is to ob-
tain the power to act, and this step we unanimously recommend
the Town to take immediately.
One other matter was referred to the Committee when it was
appointed, namely, the subject of a system of sewers for the
Town.
As to this matter the Committee have to say that while
a sewerage system is very properly to be discussed in connec-
tion with a water system, the Town is now quite unable to con-
sider both subjects, and, if we are to be guided by the experi-
ence of other Towns, never will be in a condition to consider
both subjects at the same time. Except in very wealthy towns
sewerage and water supply have to be introduced separately
;
and as a supply of pure water always tends to promote the
growth of a town, both in population and in wealth, and con-
sequently increases its ability to supply itself with needed
improvements, logically water should be introduced first, and
when the town is able, as it soon will be, a system of sewerage
may follow.
A moment’s thought will convince anyone that at first but
little more water will be used than is now used
;
consequently
no trouble will be experienced in disposing of the sewage,
while the inhabitants will be supplied with water free from all
possible contamination instead of the present supply, which in
many localities is of doubtful purity.
Indications point to the fact that within a few years there
will be a general system of sewerage, which will include all the
towns within fifteen or twenty miles of Boston, which system
will be introduced under the authority of the State, and the
cost assessed upon the towns upon some equitable basis, and it
is more than probable that any independent system the Town
might at present put in, would have to be changed at consid-
erable expense to fit this general system. Hence, we believe
that the whole question of sewerage should be laid over until
the Town is better able to consider it.
The Committee have incurred no expenses other than those
connected with the services of the consulting engineer, and for
the borings made under his direction.
Respectfully submitted,
HORACE G. WADLIN,
DUDLEY F. HUNT,
LEWIS M. BANCROFT,
E. HARLEY GOWING,
GEORGE H. BARRUS,
Committee .
Reading, March 16, 1888.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE COMMITTEE.
W. S. Parker, Chairman. G. L. Parker, Secretary.
High School,
SUP COMMITTEES.
W. S. Parker,
H. G. Wadlin,
G. L. Parker.
Eighth Class Grammar, W. S. Parker.
Seventh Class Grammar, C. M. Barrows.
Sixth Class Grammar, G. L. Parker.
Fifth Class Grammar, Edward F. Parker.
Fourth Class Grammar, G. L. Parker.
Third Class Primary, H. G. Wadlin.
Second Class Primary, W. S. Parker.
First Class Primary, H. G. Wadlin.
Chestnut Hill Grammar,
^
“ “ Primary, 5
Woburn St. Grammar,
“ “ Primary,
Lowell St. School, Edward F. Parker.
Main St. School, Jas. A. Bancroft.
Haverhill St. School, C. M. Barrows.
j ,. , ~ ... ( Edward F. Parker,Jrrudential ConmiitiGG) k
( Jas. A. Bancroft.
Committee on Supplies, Edward F. Parker.
r W. S. Parker.
Committee on Text Books, 1 G. L. Parker,
( C. M. Barrows.
M. Barrows.
Jas. A. Bancroft.
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NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND REPAIRS.
The Town, at its annual meeting, adopted the recommenda-
tion of the Committee and appropriated the sum of $4,500 for
the purpose of remodelling the High School building. This
recommendation was based upon an approximate estimate
before plans had been matured, and the Committee hoped it
would be sufficient to cover the expense of putting a new roof
story upon the building and otherwise improving it. They did
not desire to ask for an appropriation that might be excessive,
preferring to ask for a limited amount, and then to endeavor to
carry out their ideas within such limit. The amount asked for
was granted without opposition, as it was apparently conceded
that the building as it existed prior to the fire, was inadequate
to the purposes of the Town, and that it ought to be enlarged
so as to provide for the uses of the school for many years. If
a larger amount had been asked for it would probably have
been granted, as the town by its action showed that it appre-
ciated the necessity of the case as presented by the Committee.
When the Committee matured their plans, however, it
became apparent that it would not be possible to remodel the
building by adding a roof story, so economically as it would be
possible to secure substantially the same accommodation by
extending the structure in the rear. New plans were then pre-
pared embodying the latter idea, and proposals were solicited.
Of these proposals, the lowest, that of David C. Temple, was
accepted, the amount being $3,275, or $1,499 lower than the
lowest bid received for the same parts of the work upon the
first plan. Mr. Temple’s contract embraced all the work
except heating and ventilation, plumbing, blackboards and
wall tinting.
The building had always been insufficiently supplied with
heating apparatus, and without ventilation, except such as was
secured by small ventilators on the roof, opening from the
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ceiling. These ventilators, when open, wasted heat by per-
mitting the heated air to rapidly escape from the upper part of
the room, and they also permitted snow to drift into the venti-
lator boxes, there to melt and deface the ceilings. When the
ventilators were closed, the above evils were prevented, but, of
course, no ventilation of any sort, was obtained.
The Committee determined to entirely change this system,
and to provide for the introduction of heated fresh air, of suffic-
ient quantity to warm the building thoroughly, and to secure
a circulation of air in the rooms by ventilating registers at or
near the floor level, all the ventilating ducts being brought
together at the roof in one large turret. Ventilating registers
were also provided near the ceiling for summer use, or for the
purpose of lowering the temperature of the rooms. The whole
work has been carried out on this plan, and with satisfactory
results. The building, for the first winter since its erection,
has been thoroughly warmed, even during the extreme cold
that we have this year experienced. As in the case of Mr.
Temple’s contract, specifications and plans for the work were
prepared and submitted to the following parties, each bid being
submitted on the same basis :
Messrs. Ingalls & Kendricken, Walker & Pratt Manufactur-
ing Company, Walworth Manufacturing Company, Albert B.
Franklin, and L. Descalzo. The lowest bid, that of Albert B.
Franklin, was accepted.
In order to complete the work as above indicated, and to
provide for the blackboards, wall tinting, and plumbing for the
laboratory, it was found necessary to ask for an additional
appropriation which was granted, and the work has been
finished without exceeding the aggregate amount, including in
addition to the remodelling, certain repairs, exterior painting,
etc., upon the old part of the structure.
A full statement of expenditures in detail, appears in the
appendix.
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It has been felt by some of our citizens that the amount of
money spent on this building has been excessive. But we
believe that this feeling is based upon an imperfect knowledge
of what has been done. The exterior appearance of the build-
ing has not been greatly changed, and, at first glance it appears,
as one has expressed it, “that there is no more building there
than there was before.” As a matter of fact, however, the
capacity of the building, measured by floor area, has been
increased about one-third. A good laboratory has been pro-
vided, proper clothes room accommodations secured, separate
entrances to the High School arranged, so that in using their
part of the building, the pupils of the High School do not have
to go out of doors, as they were formerly obliged to do, to
reach the lower recitation room. Adequate heating apparatus
upon the best modern plan, substituted for the old, and the
ventilation of the building improved
;
all traces left by the fire
removed, by tastefully coloring the smoke-stained walls
;
and,
generally, the building rendered convenient, and of sufficient
capacity for the needs of the school for many years, unless the
town should increase in population far beyond what we may
expect.
Every expenditure has been carefully made, and no expense
incurred which we do not feel to be justified, in order to give
the town a building suitable for the uses of the High School
and the two upper grammar classes, and not a dollar has been
expended for show. We therefore are confident that when the
matter is fully understood, no dissatisfaction will exist respect-
ing the cost of the work.
The Town also last year appropriated $5000 for the erection
of a school building to replace the structure on Woburn Street.
A substantial and convenient building has been erected on
Prospect Street, near the old site ; $886 of the sum appro-
priated, representing the cost of the lot. The plan consists of
two rooms, both on the same floor level, so that pupils will
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not be obliged to use stairs ; clothes rooms, connecting with
each room, and liberal entry space. The finish of the rooms,
mode of lighting, and plan of ventilation is similar to the new
Union Street building. The heating apparatus consists of two
furnaces. The building is in every way a model school build-
ing, and has been much praised by competent school author-
ities who have visited it from out of town, some of whom are
familiar with what is being done elsewhere in the erection of
new buildings, and, who are therefore, able to make intelligent
comparisons.
Certain minor repairs have, as usual, been made on other
buildings. An out-building has been built in connection with
the Union Street house, and nearly, but not quite completed.
The general expenditures in detail are reported in the appen-
dix. A bill for materials on account of the incidental appro-
priation is still outstanding, which would have been paid from
proceeds of the sale of the Woburn Street house, which the
Committee were empowered to sell, but which sale has not yet
been effected.
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE.
The attendance in most of the schools during the past year
has been very poor. The first requisite for a successful school
is the presence of the pupils. A good percentage of attend-
ance is indicative of a successful school. If the children are
kept out for trifling reasons, they lose their interest in the
work and fall behind the rest of the class, and become dissatis-
fied with school and teacher.
It is the general rule that those who find the most fault are
those who are irregular in attendance, and unwilling to submit
to lawful authority. Constant and regular attendance con-
duces to habits of punctuality and reliability, both of which are
nearly indispensable to success in life.
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Our business men want not brighter and quicker boys, but
more reliable ones. A good habit firmly fixed, is worth far
more than information gained.
We wish to have it distinctly understood that we do not dis-
courage or discountenance amusements, yet, nevertheless, we
feel it to be our duty to call the attention of the parents to the
fact that during the past year, the time and manner of some of
the amusements engaged in by our pupils, have been to their
detriment. It has often happened that the work of an entire
day has been lost or very much broken up in consequence of
the large number absent, or the debilitated condition of those
present. Good, healthy, vigorous amusements our children
must and should have.
Cannot the amusements be arranged in such a way, and con-
ducted in such a manner, that they will tend to aid and build
up our pupils in their work instead of retarding them. It is
sometimes apparent that the demands of society are too great
for our young and growing children.
Attention is called to the Roll of Honor ; it is not as favorable
a report as we would wish.
COURSE OF STUDY.
The course of study has been revised during the past year.
The course now consists of three years in the Primary, five
years in the Grammar, and four years in the High School
;
making in all twelve years. The age of entering school is by
law five years, and if a pupil progressed regularly, he would
finish the grammar course at thirteen, and the high school at
seventeen.
Some modifications of the course probably will be made after
testing it for a year. It will be printed next year with our
report.
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CHANGES IN TEACHEKS.
The changes in the corp of our teachers have been many.
Out of the eighteen teachers serving last year, nine have
changed their positions, either resigned or been transferred to
other schools. Eight teachers have entered the service of the
town for the first time ; two of the number remained but a
short time ; both taught in the John St. school ; came to
the Committee with good records and fine recommendations
but after serving a short time resigned. The third, the
present encumbent, Miss A. F. Merriam of Billerica, will we
trust continue the good work she has already begun.
The Town lost the services of four valuable teachers from
our grammar schools, Miss Alice W. Emerson, a teacher of
fine scholarship# and varied accomplishments, who had the
faculty of inciting interest in the work of the pupils, after
having several calls to wider fields of labor at a considerable
advance in salary, finally accepted one at Somerville.
Miss Ella F. Wakefield resigned after endearing herself to
pupils and parents by her mild but firm rule. She goes to
her new field of labor with the love and respect of all who knew
her.
Miss Sarah M. Pearson, who labored for many years faithfully
and successfully in the Chestnut Hill School, resigned, to make
her home in Eeading.
Miss Carrie L. Mason, a bright, energetic teacher of much
power, resigned to take up a very useful work in Utah.
HIGH SCHOOL.
W Military drill has been introduced into the course of the
High School. We believe if conducted properly it will tend
to manliness in character. It is as yet on trial. We shall
watch with interest to see the wisdom of the trial.
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If it develops a better physique, an upright carriage and a
firm elastic step it will be well physically, but it must go far-
ther. It ought to develop a higher type of manhood among
the boys, a spirit of loyalty to all authority, a recognition
of the principle : ‘ ‘ He only who is willing to obey is fit to
command . ”
Permission has been given to hold another public exhibition
and prize drill sometime during the spring. We hope parents
and friends of the school will give it their support.
The Committee received the resignation of Miss Mary L.
Stinchfield, our able and successful first assistant in the High
school, at the beginning of the present year, with the keenest
regrets. She has been in the school since 1878. She was a
teacher of rare merit, a thorough scholar, enthusiastic in her
work and capable of inspiring others, a good disciplinarian of a
lively and cheerful disposition, always looking on the bright
side.
The Committee gave the principal of the High school the
privilege of selecting his assistant to take her place, believing
that the efficiency of the school would be increased by such a
course. The result has shown the wisdom of the course.
Miss Olive A. Prescott was appointed. She has many of the
rare qualities of her predecessor.
GENERAL REMARKS.
What can we do to improve our schools ? This is a question
which comes home to us all, in which we are all vitally interested,
teachers, parents, committee, citizens, all. The old motto, “In
Union there is strength,” is especially applicable to our school
work. Channing said “It requires more wisdom to educate the
child perfectly than to govern the state.”
We maintain that to teach young pupils successfully, requires
far more ability than to teach older ones.
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A young man fresh from college is better fitted for tutor in
college than to teach boys at the gorilla age of ten, fourteen
and sixteen years. We do not mean classical ability, but edu-
cational ability
,
—two very different things,— that educational
ability that enters a class and brings order out of chaos, inter-
est out of indolence, life and enthusiasm out of death and stag-
nation .
Dr. Arnold said, in speaking of the kind of teachers he wanted
for Rugby, “he preferred activity of mind and interest in
his work to high scholarship, for one could be acquired far
more easily than the other.*’ The teacher’s educational ability
that illustrates, illumines, enlivens, ennobles, leads a pupil to
think, to act, enkindles a desire for higher and better things, and
inspires him to do his best in everything.
Character is the ultimate aim in education. Character is
moulded more by feeling than reason. The teachers must
reach the pupil’s head and heart through his emotions.
To be eminently successful the teacher must have the love and
respect of the pupil and deserve it
;
yet he must be careful
that the love does not degenerate into softness, which is
enervating.
All true discipline tends to self-discipline. Calderwood says
“Formation of character is begun in each case only when
the pupil is induced to begin the work of self-control.
The respect of the children will be secured by the evidence
of self-control and moral worth in the teacher.”
PARENTS.
We wish to say a few words especially to parents. No per-
sons can produce such an influence in favor of the teacher, the
school, and the pupils’ welfare in school work, as the parents.
Is your influence, Parent, strongly on the side of good, vigor-
ous, healthy work?
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Is not the education of our children one of the most vital
interests that concerns us ? Do we take as much personal inter-
est in it as we might ? Has every parent shown his interest in
his child’s progress by communicating with the teacher in some
way or visiting the school ?
COMMITTEE VACANCIES.
Two vacancies in the committee are to be filled at the ensuing
meeting.
The terms ofMessrs. James A. Bancroft and Gilman L. Parker
expire.
APPROPRIATIONS.
The Committee recommend that the town raise and appropri-
ate $9,800 for regular school expenses, and they also recommend
that $1,850 be raised and appropriated for incidental school
expenses, including the purchase of text books and supplies.
Attention is called to the statistics and to the report of
receipts and expenditures contained in the Appendix.
Respectfully submitted,
WALTER S. PARKER,
HORACE G. WADLIN,
EDWARD F. PARKER,
CYRUS M. BARROWS,
GILMAN L. PARKER,
JAMES A. BANCROFT,
Adopted in School Committee,
i
School
Committee
of
Heading .
March 16, 1888.
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APPENDIX.
GENERAL STATISTICS.
Population of Reading 3,53$
Number of children between 5 and 15 years of age, May,
1887 593
Number of children between 8 and 14 years of age, May,
1887 359
Amount appropriated for instruction, fuel, and care of
rooms $9,000 00
Amount appropriated for incidentals 1,825 00
Amount drawn from State School Fund 190 09
Amount from books and supplies sold 21 27
Total receipts $11,036 36
Expended for instruction, fuel, and care of
rooms $9,270 68
Expended for text books and supplies 717 75
Expended for incidentals 1,124 53
Total expenditures $11,112 96
Overdrawn 76 60
$11,112 97
PUPILS.
Number of different pupils enrolled during the year 700
Average membership of all the schools 568
Average attendance in all the schools during the year . . 514
Percentage of attendance, based on average membership 90
Number attending within the year between 8 and 14 years
of age (compulsory age) 383
Number of pupils admitted to the High School 47
Age of youngest pupil admitted, 11 years, 11 months.
Age of oldest pupil admitted, 16 years, 8 months.
Average age of pupils admitted, 14 years, 2 months.
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TEACHERS.
Number of male teachers employed 1
Number of female teachers employed 17
Average wages per month of female teachers $39 00
Number of teachers who have attended Normal schools. 10
Number of teachers who have graduated from Normal
schools 8
NAMES OF PUPILS GRADUATED FROM THE HIGH
SCHOOL, JUNE, 1887.
Edith Marion Barker
Grace Winchester Berry,
William Horace Killam,
Charlotte Lyon Parker,
Otis Bishop Ruggles,
Annie Marguerite Vermille,
Nellie Leighton Weston,
Alice Augusta Barrows,
Winnifred Emerson,
Lizzie Augusta Parker,
Alice Hewes Peabody,
Arthur Fisher Thomas,
Mary Etta Vermille,
Harry Eugene White.
ROLL OF HONOR.
Giving names of those who have been neither absent nor tardy
since March, 1887, and the schools to which they belong.
High School.
*Grace D. Sweetser.
Eighth Class Grammar.
Grace Fox, Beatrice A. Gilson.
Seventh Class Grammar.
Alverde H. Parker, Herbert Hill.
Lulu Taylor,
Sixth Class Grammar.
fKirk Parker.
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fDavicl Whelton
* Neither absent nor
t Neither absent nor
Fourth Class Grammar.
,
Emma Burgess.
Second Class Primary.
Edith M. Sweetser.
First Class Primary.
Enos J. Muse.
Lowell Street School.
Ralph Parker.
tardy for four years,
tardy for two years.
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FINANCIAL REPORT.
PROSPECT STREET SCHOOL HOUSE.
Appropriation $5000 00
Expended,
Solon Bancroft, land $ 886 00
Registering Deed 85
Albert J. Bancroft, contract 3,806 00
H. G. Wadi in, architect 140 00
Smith & Anthony Stove Co., for furnaces . . 166 40
$4,999 25
Unexpended 75
$5,000 00
HIGH SCHOOL REPAIRS.
Appropriation $6,534 93
Expended,
David C. Temple, contractor $3,613 67
Albert B. Franklin, steam heating 1,615 00
H. G. Wadlin, architect 210 00
H. M. Wiswall, blackboards 150 00
S. D. Hicks & Co., ventilators 80 00
L. Descalzo & Co., gas fitting 28 50
Forest Hooper, plumbing 146 91
Moses E. Nichols, painting 74 49
Michael Forbes, labor 28 55
John Blunt, iron work 4 49
Burter & Stenburg, decorating 343 00
Wm. M. Titus, labor and material 73 11
R. L. Beers, labor 1 00
Emily Ruggles, supplies 2 66
Amount carried forward, $6371 38
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Amount brought forward
,
$6371 38
S. M. Hall, mason work 60 79
Estate of Win. M. Moulton, labor 11 80
Morss & Whyte 8 29
Isaac Hatch 7 50
Wendell Bancroft, lumber 42 25
S. B. Tobey, mats 12 00
Daniel C. Sanborn, labor 9 00
Cummings’ Express 2 75
$6,525 76
Unexpended 9 17
EXPENDED FOR TEACHING.
High School $2,184 34
Eighth Class Grammar 494 00
Seventh “ “ 456 00
Sixth “ “ 430 00
Fifth “ “ 392 00
Fourth “ “ 366 00
Third “ Primary 216 00
Second “ “ 418 00
First “ “ 444 00
Chestnut Hill Grammar 328 00
u Primary 304 00
Woburn St. Grammar 380 00
u Primary 266 00
Lowell St. mixed 328 00
Main St. “ 228 00
Haverhill St. “ 266 00
Music Teacher 400 00
$7,900 34
EXPENDED FOR JANITORS.
Centre school buildings $337 00
Woburn St. School Buildings 95 00
Amount carried forward
,
$432 00
6
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Amount brought forward
,
$432 00
Chestnut Hill 44 57 00
Lowell St. 44 36 00
Main St. 44 28 50
Haverhill St. 44 38 00
$591 50
EXPENDED FOR FUEL.
John C. Gleason, for coal $157 73
Wendell Bancroft, 44 492 00
Justin L. Parker, for wood 11 50
S. Maria Parker 44 55 87
Milton D. Parker 44 9 00
W. Wallace Davis 44 16 50
Edwin C. Farwell 44 5 00
$747 60
Horace W. Blanchard, labor on wood $7 06
Nelson W. Mclntire, 44 7 50
C. F. Bessom, 44 8 00
Howard W. Batchelder 44 6 00
Albin K. Parker, 44 68
29 24
Total for schools $9,268 68
Appropriation $9,000 00
Drawn from School Fund 190 09 9,190 09
Overdrawn $78 59
INCIDENTAL SCHOOL EXPENSES.
$1825 00
21 27
Appropriations
Books and supplies sold
$1846 27
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PAID FOR BOOKS AND SUPPLIES.
Boston School Supply Co $ 3 28
Wm. Ware & Co 87 09
J. L. Hammett 162 39
Leach, Sherwell & Sanborn 10 75
George F. King & Merrill 34 35
F. M. Ambrose 11 10
Carroll W. Clark 2 40
Carl Shoenhof 22 50
Interstate Publishing Co 25 00
D. C. Heath & Co 24 33
Ginn & Co 88 82
A. C. Stockin 69 46
Geo. Frost ... 15 00
Warren P. Adams 7 09
Geo. S. Perry 5 35
John C. Haynes & Co 70
Clark & Maynard 10 20
Harrison Hume 68 40
Adams & Ingram 1 75
Houghton & Mifflin 10 63
Charles H. Whiting 23 58
John B. Alden 8 78
Cowperwaith & Co 4 20
Lee & Shepard 7 75
D. Appleton & Co 4 50
Harper Brothers 6 00
Carter, Rice & Co 2 35
MISCELLANEOUS.
David C. Temple, labor and material $138 32
G. S. Tukey, repairs on pumps 2 75
Citizens’ Gas Light Co 5 95
George Ballard, labor 1 25
717 75
Amount carried forward
,
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Amount brought forward, $148 27
N. W. Broad, labor and material 91 03
C. M. Barrows & Co., printing 43 25
Patrick Connely, labor * 21 75
M. E. Nichols, painting 8 53
Page & Coffin, duster 1 25
Charles J. Taber, labor 1 75
Edwin Basset, use of church 18 00
W. H. Twombly & Sons, printing 6 75
C. B. Taber, labor and material 8 48
A. Howard Pearson, moving settees. 1 00
Traders and Mechanics Ins. Co., for builders’
Risk 3 00
F. W. Danforth, lining blackboards 1 50
R. J. Hill, repairs on books 4 00
B. & M. R. R., freight 3 12
Lewis M. Bancroft, Insurance 16 27
John B. Gifford, supplies 2 60
Cummings’ Express 3 25
S. D. Hicks & Co, ventilators 21 00
Albin Iv. Parker, labor • 68
Highland Foundry Co., repairs 36 13
Joseph Hibbarts, labor 70
Ardenne Parker, supplies 4 30
Copeland & Bowser, hooks 75
N. W. Turner Co., 17 50
Edw. F. Parker, labor 7 50
Thomas Hall, supplies 2 56
Carter, Carter & Killam, chemicals 30 90
H. L. Cummings, teaming 9 50
Wm. M. Titus, labor and material 8 92
Lang’s Express 9 25
Wm. H. Bancroft, setting glass 40
T. Littlefield, labor and supplies 9 50
M. A. Stone, supplies 18 95
Amount carried forward
,
$562 34
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Amount brought forward
,
$562 34
Edw. F. Parker, Agt- book and supplies 75 00
S. N. Hall, mason work 98 74
Butler & Sternburg, decorating 73 00
A. J. Bancroft, labor and supplies 5 96
Estate of Geo. O. Backelder, rent of land 5 00
H. M. Wiswall, blackboard work 63 00
Matthew Hanley, chairs 1 25
Henry F. Miller & Sons, use of piano 8 00
Daniel Pratt’s Son, clock 5 00
Ivory Sanborn, labor 1 75
Wendell Bancroft, labor and material 68 29
R. L. Beers, labor and material 19 10
Daniel C. Sanborn, labor 8 40
A. G. Whitcomb, school furniture 124 45
A. W. Carr, supplies 85
John N. Nichols, setting glass 40
Estate of Wm. M. Moulton, cleaning cistern. . . 4 00
$1842 28
Unexpended $3 99
Books and supplies in hands of agent $105 81

TOWN WARRANT.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
MIDDLESEX, SS.
TO EITHER OF THE CONSTABLES OF THE TOWN OF READING*
Greeting
:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
you are hereby required to notify and warn the inhab-
itants of the Town of Reading, qualified to vote in elec-
tions and town affairs, to meet in Lyceum Hall in said
Reading, on Monday, the second day of April, A. D.,
1888
,
at seven o’clock in the forenoon, to act on the
following articles, viz.:
Article 1. To choose a Moderator to preside at said
meeting.
Art. 2. To hear and act on the reports of the Selectmen,
Assessors, Overseers of the Poor, Treasurer, Collector, School
Committee, Engineer of the Fire Department, Trustees of the
Public Library, Trustees of the Cemetery, and Auditors.
Art. 3. To see if the Town will bring in their votes on one
ballot for Town Clerk, Selectmen, Assessors, Overseers of the
Poor, Treasurer, Collector of Taxes, Constables, Highway
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Surveyors, also, on separate ballot, two members of the School
Committee for three years. Also, on separate ballot, “ shall
licenses be granted for the sale of intoxicating liquors in this
town ; ” each ballot to be received at the same time in separate
boxes.
Art. 4. To choose a Town Clerk, Selectmen, Assessors,
Overseers of the Poor, Treasurer, Collector of Taxes, two
members of the School Committee for three years, Surveyors
of Highways, and all other necessary town officers.
Art. 5. “ Shall license be granted for the sale of intoxicat-
ing liquor in this town.”
Art. 6. To determine how much money the Town will
raise for schools, incidental school expenses, repairs of high-
ways and bridges, removing snow and ice, fire department,
support of the poor, street lights, salaries of town officers,
State and military aid, printing, abatement of taxes, town
office, maintenance of the police, cemetery, public library,
soldiers’ graves, interest on the town debt, reduction of the
town debt, and miscellaneous expenses.
Art. 7. To see if the Town will authorize their Treasurer,
under the direction of the Selectmen, to hire money in antici-
pation of taxes.
Art. 8. To see if the Town will employ a night watch the
ensuing year, or what they will do in relation thereto.
Art. 9. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of five hundred dollars for the purpose of laying concrete
sidewalks and edgestones the ensuing year, provided the abut-
tors pay one-half the expenses of laying the same, or what they
will do in relation thereto.
Art. 10. To see what instructions the Town will give their
Assessors and Collector.
Art. 11. To determine the compensation of the Collector.
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Art. 12. To see how much money the Town will raise and
appropriate for the enforcement of the liquor law, or what they
will do in relation thereto.
Art. 13. To see how much money the Town will raise and
appropriate to keep the Old South M. E. Clock running the
ensuing year.
Art. 14. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate
the sum of four thousand five hundred dollars for the payment
of the notes of the town, due one of three thousand dollars due
September 14th, 1888. One of five hundred dollars due July
9th, 1888. One of one thousand dollars due March 1st, 1889,
or what they will do in relation thereto.
Art. 15. To see if the Town will rescind the vote passed
October 12, 1887, concerning the location of the new Receiving
Tomb, or take any other action with reference to its location.
Art. 16. To see how much money the Town will raise and
appropriate for the improvement of the Common, or what they
will do in relation thereto.
Art. 17. To see if the Town will accept in trust the sum
of live hundred dollars as by the will of the late Thomas T. Green-
wood. The interest of which sum is to be expended yearly for
the purpose of keeping in proper repair and condition
,
‘ 4 my
burial lot and monument, and wall and appurtenances upon
and around the same, situate in the cemetery of said town and
now belonging to said town. And if any surplus of said
money remains after so doing, to apply the same as they think
proper to improvement of the avenue on which lot is situate.
Art. 18. To see if the Town will accept the provisions of
section 74, 75, 76 and 77 of Chapter 27 of the Public Statutes,
and choose a Board of Road Commissioners in accordance
therewith
.
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Art. 19. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to cause a survey to be made, in order to secure better drain-
age for the part of the town near the junction of Ash and
Washington and Main and Washington streets, and make a
report at the next Town Meeting as to its necessity, or what
they will do in relation thereto.
Art. 20. To hear and act upon the report of the Commit-
tee appointed by the town to consider the subject of a public
water supply. And to see if the town will adopt the recom-
mendation contained in said report, namely, to appoint a Com-
mittee with power to negotiate for the purchase by the town
of the charter of the Reading Water Company, or what they
will do in relation thereto.
Art. 21. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate a
sum of money to repair and concrete the sidewalk on the
northerly side of High street, between Chute street and Mt.
Vernon Street, or what they will do in relation thereto.
Art 22. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of twelve dollars to reimburse William Mears, and sixteen
dollars to reimburse John B. Weston for damage caused by
raising the grade of the sidewalk on Haven street, or what they
will do in relation thereto.
Art. 23. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of fifty dollars to put a pump in the cistern on Haven
street opposite the house of William Mears, and to furnish a
watering trough for public use, or what they will do in relation
thereto.
Art. 24. To see if the Town will build a sidewalk on the
north side of Lowell Street from Bancro'ft avenue to a point
opposite to the east line of Linden street, and how much money
they will raise and appropriate therefor, or what they will do
in relation thereto.
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Art. 25. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of seven hundred fifty dollars for the purpose of repairing
the Walnut street school-house, and for a new furnace for the
same, or what they will do in relation thereto.
Art. 26. To see if the town will reimburse the Congrega-
tional Society the cost of repairing damage done to their bell
by an alleged servant of the town, and how much money they
will raise and appropriate for the same, or what they will do in
relation thereto.
Art. 27. To see if the Town will widen the road-bed on
Lowell street from Bancroft avenue to a point near the Fire-
works and how much money they will raise and appropriate for
the purpose, or what they will do in relation thereto.
Art. 28. To see if the Town will put in a bridge at the
junction of Parker and Elliott streets, and appropriate two
hundred dollars for the same.
Art. 29. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of twelve hundred dollars for the purpose of completing
its system of Fire Alarm throughout the town, or what they
will do in relation thereto.
Art. 30. To see if the Town will connect the Hancock
Engine House bell with the Electric alarm, and how much
money they will raise and appropriate for the same, or what
they will do in relation thereto.
Art. 31. To see if the Town will authorize the Board of
Engineers to sell the Eagle Engine, or what they will do in
relation thereto.
Art. 32. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate a
sum of money to purchase a new truck and ladders for the use
of the Fire Department, or what they will do in relation
thereto.
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Art. 33. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate a
sum of money to grade the old school-house lot on Woburn
street, or what they will do in relation thereto.
Art. 34. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of two hundred dollars to complete the widening of Main
street, near George W. Putnam’s, or what they will do in rela-
tion thereto.
Art. 35. To see if the Town will widen Highland street,
or what they will do in relation thereto.
Art. 36. To see if the Town will erect and maintain a
street light on Highland street, between Lowell and Federal
streets, and one at the corner of Locust and Highland streets.
Also on Lowell street, at or near the entrance to the Metropol-
itan Rubber Works, or what they will do in relation thereto.
Art. 37. To see if the Town will erect and maintain five
new street lights on Main street between Summer Avenue and
the first street lisdit north on Main street.O
Art. 38. To see if the Town will erect and maintain a
street light on Woburn street opposite Nathan Craft’s near
Samuel Elliott’s dwelling.
Art. 39. To see if the Town will erect and support a
lamp on or near the corner of Pleasant and Middle streets in
this town, or what they will do in relation thereto.
Art. 40. To see if the Town will erect and maintain two
street lights on Prescott street, one on the south side about
opposite the house of Mrs. M. B. Garfield, now occupied by
Daniel Kendall
;
and one at the corner lot of land owned and
occupied by Harry P. Bosson.
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Art. 41. To see if the Town will erect and maintain a
street light at the southeast corner of Prospect and King
streets.
Art. 42. To see if the Town will erect and maintain a street
light at the corner of Mt. Vernon and High streets and one
between Mt. Vernon street and Woburn street, on the northerly
side of High street.
Art. 43. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to appoint a Town Forester, to serve without pay, whose duty
shall be to supervise the planting, and to have the care of all
the trees and bushes on the highways, and to see if the Town
will authorize the expenditure under the supervision of said
Forester, of that part of the appropriation for roads that is
usually spent for the trimming of and caring for trees and
bushes in the streets, said amount not to exceed one-twentieth
of the whole appropriation.
Art. 44. To hear the report of the Selectmen on the sur-
vey of Pleasant street extension, and act thereon.
Art. 45. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate
the sum of two hundred dollars to drain Green street, or what
they will do in relation thereto.
Art. 46. To see if the Town will accept the report of the
Selectmen on laying out and rounding the corner of lot of
George F. Buck’s at the junction of Woburn and High streets,
also, the rounding the corner of lot of Oscar Foote’s at junc-
tion of Hancock and Woodbine streets.
Art. 47. To see if the Town will revise and accept the list
of names for Jurors as prepared and posted by the Selectmen.
Art. 48. To hear and act upon the report of the Select-
men in relation to guide-posts.
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Hereof fail not, and make due return of this warrant,
with your doings thereon, to the Town Clerk, at or
before the time appointed for said meeting.
Given under our hands, this twenty-second day of
March, A, D. 1888.
R. DEXTER TEMPLE, I Selectmen
HORACE L. CUMMINGS, [ ofSTILLMAN M. PRATT. ) Reading .
A true copy—Attest
:
EPHRAIM WIGHT, Constable.
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LIST OF JURORS.
The subscribers, Selectmen of the town of Reading, have
prepared the following list of persons who, in their judgment,
are qualified to serve as jurors, and respectfully submit the
same for the action of the Town.
Atkinson, Geo. H.
Austin, Henry K.
Bancroft, Lewis M.
Barrows, Cyrus M.
Bartley, Francis
Bassett, Edwin
Batchelder, Howard W.
Beasley, Geo. W.
Brooks, Edward F.
Broad, Nathaniel W.
Brown, Henry M.
Cook, Walter F.
Damon, Arthur A.
Eumes, Charles B.
Emerson, Arthur G.
Foss, Horace W.
Foster, Arthur J.
Johnson, Alden S.
Knight, Erastus
La Clair, Henry S.
Manning, Warren H.
McCall, Patrick
McKay, James
Meader, Geo. C.
Moulton, Frank W.
Nichols, D. Marshall
Nichols, Moses E.
Nichols, William H.
Parker, Clarkson
Parker, Galan A.
Parker, Geo. H.
Parker, Gilman L.
Parker, Milton D.
Pearson, S. G. Bradley
Perkins, Walter H.
Pratt, Frank W. B.
Pratt, Harland P.
Putnam, Geo. L.
Roberts, John G.
Ruggles, Edwin O.
Runnels, Joseph F.
Richardson, David G.
Rogers, Charles G.
Sawyer, Addison A.
Stoodley, Nathan D.
Temple, Arthur W.
Temple, Warren K.
Twombly, Willie E.
Weston, Charles A.
Whelton, David
Wightman, William H.
Young, Samuel C.
R. DEXTER TEMPLE, ) SelectmenHORACE L. CUMMINGS, i of
STILLMAN M. PRATT, ) Reading.
Reading, March 19, 1888.
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